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Abstract
Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are socially sophisticated mammals with high fissionfusion dynamics and complex communication. The relative positioning of individual dolphins as
they swim within their social group may aid in the expression of social roles. This study sought
to quantify relative positioning in a small social group of female bottlenose dolphins at the
National Aquarium in Baltimore that included two mother-daughter pairs, maternal and paternal
half-sisters, a half-aunt and niece, and one unrelated female. We devised a method for scoring
relative positioning in three dimensions. We found that the two mothers and their juvenile and
adult daughters often swam in pairs, indicating that the mother-offspring relationship continued
to be an important affiliation later in life. The two dolphins without a mother or daughter in the
group, as well as the youngest juvenile female (one of the daughters), spent more time swimming
alone than with others. Both of the mother-daughter pairs frequently swam in a position known
as the infant position in the literature, despite the fact that both of the daughters in our group
were 8 and 13 years of age. Among frequently associating non-mother/daughter pairs, there was
some evidence that one dolphin typically stayed in front of the other, possibly indicating
leader/follower roles. Conversely, there was no evidence that any dolphin stayed to the left or
right of another; to the inside or outside of another in relation to the pool wall; or above or below
another. A discussion of the application of developing technologies, such as machine learning
techniques and unmanned aerial vehicles, to future research on relative positioning in cetacean
social groups is included.
Keywords: bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, social behavior, spatial behavior,
social role, relative positions, leadership
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Dolphins in Space:
Quantifying the Relative Positions of Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
The social lives of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are in some ways very
similar to those of our closest primate relatives. We humans, some apes and monkeys, dolphins,
elephants, and a few other mammalian species live in social groups with high fission-fusion
dynamics: Our social groups are forever fissioning into smaller subgroups, and fusing into allied
groups of varied composition, depending upon the needs of individuals, their affiliates, and the
group as a whole (Aureli et al., 2008). The fluid and ever-changing nature of dolphin social
groups means that these animals have extensive social networks, and individual dolphins form
highly differentiated relationships that may last decades (Connor, Wells, Mann, & Read, 2000).
Socially Sophisticated Mammals
There is considerable complexity within bottlenose dolphin social networks. One
population of Tursiops has demonstrated the most multi-ordinal alliance structures of any
mammal studied thus far. Dyads and triads of males in this population form strong life-long
bonds and work together to herd and sequester females (Connor et al., 2000). These dyads and
triads form second-order alliances that may persist for decades (two of these second-order
alliances were huge “superalliances” of fourteen dolphins which have each persisted for more
than a decade; Connor, Heithaus, & Barre, 2001). Additionally, second-order alliance groups
sometimes form third-order alliances with each other (Connor & Krützen, 2015; Connor,
Watson-Capps, Sherwin, & Krützen, 2011). Furthermore, dolphin affiliations on the level of the
population as a whole form complex webs of interconnections, with specific individuals in the
population seeming to serve as nodes in the social network that connect disparate groups
(Lusseau & Newman, 2004). The structure of dolphin social networks and relationships may
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facilitate the spread of adaptive information through dolphin social groups (Lusseau, 2003) and
these animals show evidence of forming behavioral cultures (Rendell & Whitehead, 2001).
Evidence for culture in bottlenose dolphins has largely emerged in studies of a tool-using
population of Tursiops aduncus, in which females use marine sponges during foraging to protect
their rostra from sharp rocks and corals (Smolker, Richards, Connor, Mann, & Berggren, 1997).
Predominantly female “spongers” pass this “sponging” behavior on preferentially to their female
offspring rather than male offspring, and tend to associate primarily with other individuals that
are also spongers (Krützen et al., 2005; Mann, Stanton, Patterson, Bienenstock, & Singh, 2012;
Smolker et al., 1997). There are other potential bottlenose dolphin cultures around foraging
techniques (Sargeant & Mann, 2009), including in one population that has learned to hunt
symbiotically with human fishermen (Pryor & Lindbergh, 1990).
Another aspect of cultural learning is vocal learning, which has been well-documented in
bottlenose dolphins. Male dolphin calves have been shown to develop individually distinctive
signature whistles that are similar to their mothers’, and calves generally develop whistle
repertoires that are similar to those of affiliated adults, a probable result of vocal learning
(McCowan & Reiss, 1995; Sayigh, Tyack, Wells, & Scott, 1990). Closely-associated affiliates
may also mimic each other’s signature whistles (Tyack, 1986; see Janik & Sayigh, 2013 for
review). Two captive-born young male bottlenose dolphins demonstrated spontaneous vocal
mimicry of computer-generated whistle labels that were associated with specific objects, and
were subsequently observed making productive use of the whistle facsimiles in appropriate
contexts—a finding that suggests social vocal imitation and the possible formation of acoustic
communicative cultures (Reiss & McCowan, 1993). Overall, bottlenose dolphins’ sophisticated
social behavior suggests that these animals are highly interdependent and cooperative as a means
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to survive in competitive environments, and that the selective pressures driving the evolution of
their complex sociality may have also driven the evolution of large brains with the capacity to
cognitively process and manage an ever-changing social landscape—a compelling case of
evolutionary convergence with great apes, including humans (Connor, 2007; Marino et al.,
2008).
Synchrony in Dolphin Social Groups
This case of evolutionary convergence is especially interesting given dolphins’
uniqueness among mammals, as members of the cetacean clade. The cetacean and primate lines
are diverged by 65 – 95 million years, as cetaceans are nested within the ungulate clade (dos Reis
et al., 2012; Marino, 2002; O’Leary et al., 2013), and the cetaceans are the only mammals that
are adapted to live entirely in an aquatic environment. This has myriad implications for delphinid
evolution, physiology, and behavior, but one particular effect of waterborne living is that
dolphins, unconstrained by gravity like their mammalian counterparts on dry land, are able to
move about one another freely in three dimensions. Connor, Smolker, & Bejder (2006) write,
Dolphins live in a three-dimensional habitat and their groups have a three-dimensional
structure. Like a monkey troop moving through the forest canopy, a dolphin group has
depth. The dolphins typically maintain this three-dimensional structure as they move
about in groups underwater, socializing, resting and travelling. (p. 1376)
In this way, though dolphins have much in common socially with other large-brained mammals
like apes and elephants, they also share a physical aspect of their social lives with flocks of birds
in the air, or schools of fish in water: They move as a group in an open, uninterrupted space. And
like some flocks of birds and schools of fish, individual dolphins in a group are known to move
in synchrony, entraining their movements with one another—sometimes to a degree that renders
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their movement simultaneous to the naked eye. Norris & Schilt (1988) called such aggregations
of animals “cooperative societies in three-dimensional space,” and hypothesized that the
underlying adaptation behind such synchronized, three-dimensional aggregations of animals was
an anti-predation strategy that they called a “sensory integration system.” Animals that move and
turn in synchrony will move swiftly as a group; and because individuals can ostensibly see
beyond the animals closest to them, they can anticipate and move with a turn as it propagates
through the group, resulting in especially fast reaction times. In this way, prey animals living in a
synchronized flock or school can move as a whole to evade a predator without necessitating that
every member of the group knows about the threat (Norris & Dohl, 1980; Norris & Schilt, 1988).
Dolphins may move synchronously during bouts of travel and during coordinated hunting
movements. Synchrony becomes especially apparent when dolphin groups are at rest, during
which the animals’ proximity “tighten[s] markedly,” and dolphins rise to the surface and dive
together in even, sequential rhythms (Norris & Dohl, 1980; Norris & Schilt, 1988, p. 152).
Additionally, in moments of startle or alarm the movement of dolphin groups often becomes
more cohesive and synchronized, which is generally an adaptation by schooling animals that may
enhance predator avoidance (Norris & Schilt, 1988). Furthermore, synchrony seems to be an
important aspect of affiliative interaction. In Tursiops aduncus, allied males tend to align their
movements, both in general and during strongly synchronized courtship displays, and the
strength and frequency of synchrony between any two animals seems roughly correlated with the
strength of their affiliation (Connor et al., 2006). But above all synchrony is a hallmark of the
mother-calf relationship, with calves swimming in strong synchrony with their mothers from the
very first moments of life, and calves continue to swim with their mothers frequently into the
second or third year of life (Fellner, Bauer, Stamper, Losch, & Dahood, 2013; Mann & Smuts,
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1999). Fellner et al. (2013) suspected that this behavior in ontogeny may affect dolphins’ social
behavior for the rest of their lives. They proposed that “early experiences of synchronous
swimming with their mothers could prepare calves to strengthen bonds, establish social
relationships, and mediate social interactions via synchronous swimming as adults” (p. E220).
Relative Positioning of Dolphin Mothers & Calves
When dolphin mothers and calves swim in synchrony, calves tend to swim in specific
positions in relation to the mother. These relative positions are so typical of bottlenose dolphin
calf development that they are referred to as specific positions in the literature. For the first few
weeks of life, the calf predominantly swims in “echelon position”: “close to [the mother’s]
side…next to her dorsal fin” (Tavolga & Essapian, 1957, p. 21; see also Gubbins, McCowan,
Lynn, Hooper, & Reiss, 1999; Mann & Smuts, 1999; von Streit, Ganslosser, & von Fersen,
2013). As the calf matures, it spends progressively more and more time in what has been called
the “infant position” or “mother-calf position”: “under the mother’s tail, with the top of its head
lightly touching her abdomen” (Tavolga & Essapian, 1957, p. 21; see also Gubbins et al., 1999;
Mann & Smuts, 1999; von Streit et al., 2013). This latter infant position is so ubiquitous that it is
reliably used in research to identify Tursiops mothers and offspring in the wild (Mann, Connor,
Barre, & Heithaus, 2000; Smolker, Richards, Connor, & Pepper, 1992).
There is general agreement in the literature that bottlenose dolphin calves predominately
maintain echelon positioning for roughly the first six weeks of their lives. Its frequency
decreases as each calf spends progressively more time in the infant position (Cockcroft & Ross,
1990; Connor et al., 2000; Fellner et al., 2013; Gubbins et al., 1999; Mann & Smuts, 1999;
Tavolga & Essapian, 1957). Calves typically maintain the infant position thereafter until weaning
(Mann, 1997; Mann & Smuts, 1999) or even beyond (Gubbins et al., 1999). This is why, though
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“infant position” is more commonly used in the literature, “mother-calf position” has also been
used, as this positioning may be maintained well after the calf’s infancy; although studies
tracking mother-calf positioning for the entirety of the interbirth interval are rare, making
generalizations for older calves problematic (Xian, Wang, Jiang, Zheng, & Wang, 2012). The
timing and characteristics of the transitions from echelon position, to infant position, to weaning
and greater independence, may vary between individual mother-calf pairs; for example, there is
some evidence that the calves of primiparous mothers may favor the infant position earlier in life
than others (Reid, Mann, Weiner, & Hecker, 1995; von Streit et al., 2013).
Because infant and echelon positioning are so reliably observed in bottlenose dolphin
mothers and calves, both positions have been extensively researched, and many hypotheses have
been proposed as to the evolutionary advantages associated with thedm. Perhaps the most
compelling of these hypotheses is the proposal that either or both positions confer a
hydrodynamic benefit to the calf. This hypothesis has been under consideration at least since
Kelly (1959) and is extensively discussed by Norris and Prescott (1961). A series of swim
performance analyses more recently demonstrated that for the first year of life dolphin calves
swim much more slowly than their adult counterparts (Noren, Biedenbach, & Edwards, 2006).
Calves swimming in the echelon position alongside their mothers in their first month of life
appeared to receive an energetic “boost,” indicated by increases in their swim speed and
decreases in their tail movement as compared to when they swam alone (Noren, Biedenbach,
Redfern, & Edwards, 2008). Taken together, these findings indicate that very young Tursiops
calves in echelon position receive a significant propulsive benefit due to hydrodynamic effects
around their mothers’ bodies. Mothers in echelon position, on the other hand, appear to suffer
reductions in speed and swimming efficiency, as if they are literally carrying their calves
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alongside them (Noren, 2008). The same team found that slightly older calves that had
transitioned into the longer-term infant position, underneath the mother and slightly behind her
midline, also seemed to receive an energetic benefit based on decreases in their tail movement
compared to when they swam alone. However, the boost they were receiving was much less than
that afforded to calves in echelon position (Noren & Edwards, 2011).
Other studies have examined the effects of the echelon and infant positions on mothers
and calves using hydrodynamic flow models. These studies model the bodies of mother and calf
as rough ellipsoids, and examine how the two bodies’ relative positioning, as well as the calf’s
increasing size, effect both propulsive forces on the calf’s body, as well as attractive Bernoulli
forces that effectively “suck” mother and baby together, maintaining their proximity as they
move through the water. The apparent “stickiness” especially of young calves to their mothers
has been anecdotally reported for decades. McBride and Kritzler (1951) reported an incident in
which a week-old calf, separated from its mother, took up the echelon position with an immature
female dolphin that—seemingly startled—then “fled around the periphery of the tank for a
minute or two at top speed, which for this species may exceed twenty miles per hour.” Despite
the female dolphin’s haste, “the week-old infant seemed to have no difficulty in keeping pace
with her” (p. 258). Edwards (2002) speculated that the infant’s “attachment” at such high speeds
was the result of these Bernoulli forces, even in the case where the female dolphin was
attempting to break away from the baby. Weihs (2004) modeled the hydrodynamic interaction of
dolphin mothers and calves using unequally sized ellipsoids. He found that both Bernoulli
attractive forces and propulsive forces most likely act on calves when they swim alongside their
mothers. However, the Bernoulli suction force tended to be stronger than the propulsive force,
and was especially strong in the echelon position. He also concluded that the forward propulsive
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force on the calf was strongest when the calf was situated slightly behind the mother’s center of
mass (which typically corresponds with calf placement in both the echelon and infant positions).
The forces were still in effect, though weaker, for pairs of adult-sized animals, which he modeled
with two ellipsoids of equal size. Shoele and Zhu (2015) also used modified ellipsoids to model
dolphin mothers and calves, and found that the echelon position maximized the propulsive forces
on the calf, while the infant position of older calves simultaneously kept the propulsive force
high and reduced Bernoulli attractive forces. They hypothesized that this change in habitual
positioning enables older calves to more easily “break free” of their mothers as they gain
independence, while still benefiting from hydrodynamic thrust.
Calves seem to derive significant hydrodynamic benefits from both the echelon position
and the infant position, but these swimming positions in relation to the mother may have other
adaptive benefits for both mothers and calves, and may have evolved to suit additional needs
outside of hydrodynamic carrying. This especially seems true for the infant position, which is
sustained for a longer period in the calf’s development, and appears to confer less hydrodynamic
force onto the calf. These differences have led some to hypothesize that hydrodynamic effects
are simply less important when it comes to explaining the adaptive purpose of infant position.
For example, the transition from echelon to infant position may in fact take place in part to lessen
the burden of hydrodynamic “carrying” on the mother as the calf grows in size (Noren, 2008).
Gubbins et al. (1999) summarized the main hypotheses about the adaptive benefits of the infant
position found in the literature, which I will describe here.
Besides hydrodynamic effects, calves in infant position may be camouflaged by the
silhouette of their mothers’ bodies, especially from below, as the calf is typically situated directly
underneath the mother’s tailstock. Gubbins et al. (1999) noted that attacks by sharks, which are
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one of bottlenose dolphins’ most frequent predators worldwide, tend to come from below, as a
favored predation tactic of many large shark species is to drive prey animals towards the surface
from below (Cockcroft, Cliff, & Ross, 1989). Small calves are particularly vulnerable to such
attacks. The countershaded coloration of bottlenose dolphins serves to camouflage their lightcolored bellies against the brightness of the water’s surface, camouflaging them from below
(Caro, Beeman, Stankowich, & Whitehead, 2011). Therefore, when a calf places itself in infant
position, directly underneath its mother’s tailstock and behind her midline, their light-colored
shapes may seem to blend into a seamless whole when viewed from below (Cockcroft & Ross,
1990).
Another important potential benefit of the infant position is nursing facilitation (Gubbins
et al., 1999). Many sources describing the infant position note that the calf’s head is placed near
the mother’s mammary glands in this position. Many also note that the calf’s head is often kept
in contact with the mother’s body as they swim along, which may serve to stimulate the mother’s
lactation let-down response (Cockcroft & Ross, 1990). Bottlenose dolphin calves typically nurse
from a laterally rolled position in relation to the mother’s belly as if they were “lying” on one
side; from the infant position, the calf only needs to roll to one side to attain this position, and lift
its head slightly to nurse (McBride & Kritzler, 1951). I have seen one calf move effortlessly from
infant position to nursing and back again repeatedly over the course of several minutes, as she
and her mother both slowly swam together while resting, with their eyes closed. It seemed the
movement was so natural to the calf that she literally nursed in her “sleep” (McGrath, personal
observation).
Gubbins et al. (1999) also proposed that the behavior of dolphin calves situating
themselves underneath their mothers could result from a conservation of behavior from that of
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ungulates, to which whales and dolphins are closely related within the clade Cetartiodactyla
(Price, Bininda-Emonds, & Gittleman, 2005; Ralls, Lundrigan, & Kranz, 1987). Like ungulates,
dolphin neonates are precocial and are able to follow their mothers immediately from birth (Hill,
Greer, Solangi, & Kuczaj, 2007).
Finally, they hypothesized that through the influence of one or all of these benefits, as the
infant position has been preserved in this species, it may have also taken on a social significance
for the mother-calf pair. As noted previously, the infant position is visually distinctive enough to
enable researchers to identify mothers and calves, and the positioning may signal the pair’s
affiliation or social role to other members of the dolphins’ social group, serving as a visible
signifier of the relationship. In addition, perhaps the position plays a role in the emotional
regulation of the calf. The physical closeness of the position may serve to strengthen the pair’s
bond with each other, and may provide a sense of safety to the calf, especially given its potential
camouflaging effects. In the un-occluded three-dimensional matrix of the open ocean, the
mother’s body may provide some of the only “shelter” available in a calf’s life. Observations in
the literature appear to support the idea that calves may assume the infant position especially in
times of high stress or alarm (Gubbins et al., 1999; Tavolga & Essapian, 1957). Additionally, the
maintenance of the specific echelon and infant positions from birth may lead dolphins to be
attentive to the relative positioning of their conspecifics during bouts of synchrony for the rest of
their lives. Gubbins et al. (1999) hypothesized that if positioning is such an important aspect of
the mother-calf relationship, perhaps it has similar relevance to dolphins in their other social
interactions, meaning that “specific spatial states may express role relationships, status, or
position in fluid social hierarchies” (p. 762).
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Relative Positioning as an Expression of Social Role
The hypothesis that individual dolphins’ positioning within groups and in relation to each
other correlates with their relationships is strengthened by the observations of the theorist
Gregory Bateson, who described the habits of an interspecific group of Stenella housed at Sea
Life Park in Hawaii (Bateson, 1965; Bateson, 1974). When the group of dolphins was at rest,
swimming around the periphery of the tank as a group, they reliably fell into the same formation
night after night: a dyad of pantropical spotted dolphins (Stenella attenuata) swam and breathed
in synchrony; a triad of spinner dolphins (Stenella frontalis) also synchronized with each other;
and one odd dolphin out, also a spinner dolphin, swam in front of the rest, synchronized with no
one. The positions of these animals in relation to one another during rest reflected the patterns of
dominance and relationship that they displayed during the day, and Bateson hypothesized that
these positions were in effect a “diagram of relations” between the dolphins (Bateson, 1974, p.
157). Fellner et al. (2006) similarly postulated that “if … specific individuals are responsible for
maintaining synchrony within the group, then synchrony may have implications within
hierarchical relationships. A dominant animal may routinely enforce synchronous interactions …
Alternatively, subordinate animals may initiate synchrony as a display of submission or as a
method of gaining favor with more powerful members of the group” (p. 512).
In any of the many contexts in which bottlenose dolphins move synchronously with one
another, there is the potential that their positioning in relation to one another is adaptively or
socially relevant, and may express the social roles that the dolphins play within their groups. For
example, in some species of cetaceans, including orcas (Orcinus orca), a specific individual with
helpful knowledge for the well-being of the social group may take the role of “leader” in the
direction of group movement (Brent et al., 2015). In at least one population of bottlenose
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dolphins off the Florida Keys, there appear to be specific individuals that tend to lead group
movement and play an active role in changing traveling direction, and this role of “leader” is in
part denoted by these animals’ position in relation to the group. These dolphins spent more time
in front of the group than others did, and when they changed direction those behind them tended
to follow. This finding suggests these keystone individuals made decisions about orientation for
the group, and the relative positioning of animals (leading vs. following in this case) plays a role
in the transmission of information from one individual to the next (Lewis, Wartzok, & Heithaus,
2011). The finding that leaders and followers in this population tend to be related reinforces the
hypothesis that those leading group movement had valuable ecological knowledge, and that they
may be augmenting their own fitness indirectly by benefitting others with that knowledge
(Lewis, Wartzok, Heithaus, & Krützen, 2013). The positioning of these leaders at the front of the
group may help to reinforce their role.
Within natal groups—social aggregations comprising mother-calf pairs and female
relatives (Wells, Scott, & Irvine, 1987)—the infant position when observed between calves and
non-mothers may be an expression of allomaternal care or apparent cases of non-mothers caring
for infants, or of younger females “babysitting” and potentially learning to parent (Mann &
Smuts, 1998). In one study infant position was occasionally seen in non-mother/calf pairs,
although this was a rare occurrence (Mann & Smuts, 1998). Allomothering has been observed in
captivity (Tavolga & Essapian, 1957), and we know of at least one case in which an adult female
“adopted” a calf on a permanent basis; this pair often swam in the infant position (Reiss,
personal communication).
Relative positioning may also be an important aspect of general affiliation, including
contact behaviors in which animals touch, rub, or pet each other. In general, rubbing and petting
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are important aspects of social behavior that may serve to strengthen social bonds and reconcile
animals after conflict, similar in function to grooming in primates (Tamaki, Morisaka, & Taki,
2006). Some of these behaviors appear to incorporate synchrony and/or the maintenance of
relative positions between two animals. For example, “contact swimming” or “bonding” appears
particularly common within pairs of affiliated female dolphins. This behavior involves a pair of
dolphins swimming in a specific relative position, with one dolphin swimming somewhat behind
and sometimes above the other with its pectoral fin lightly touching or stroking the other’s
posterior flank (Connor, Mann, & Watson-Capps, 2006; Mann & Smuts, 1999; Tavolga &
Essapian, 1957; Tayler & Saayman, 1972). Tavolga & Essapian (1957) also reported a contact
behavior during courtship in which a male positioned in particular way in relation to a female—
behind and below her—to facilitate a “stroking” contact with the female’s flukes.
The relative positioning of dolphins within their groups as they swim may also help to
facilitate the performance of various behaviors. As noted by Bateson, dolphins at rest show a
heightened degree of movement synchrony and sustained relative positioning (Gnone, Benoldi,
Bonsignori, & Fognani, 2001; Sekiguchi & Kohshima, 2003). Dolphins demonstrate
unihemispheric sleep, with one half of the brain resting at a time, and tend to keep one eye open
as they rest (Lyamin, Pryaslova, Kosenko, & Siegel, 2007; Mukhametov, Supin, & Polyakova,
1977; Ridgway, 2002). The open eye is likely employed to remain alert to the environment, and
in captivity to keep from running into tank sides or other objects; and indeed, it appears that
when dolphins switch which eye is open during their rest periods (an action that may indicate
that they are switching which brain hemisphere is sleeping), they tend to reshuffle their
positioning in the group, as if to maintain eye contact with whatever environmental factor is most
relevant to them (Goley, 1999; Sekiguchi & Kohshima, 2003). Several studies across various
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delphinid species have found that the one open eye during accompanied swim rest tends to be
directed towards conspecifics, rather than towards the open water to the “outside” of the group—
and it especially seems true that mothers and calves in aquaria watch each other rather than their
surrounds (Gnone et al., 2001; Goley, 1999; Lyamin et al., 2007; Sekiguchi & Kohshima, 2003),
and the same appears true of wild beluga (Delphinapteras leucas) mothers and calves (Karenina
et al., 2010). These findings may mean that dolphins in swim rest are preferentially attending to
their positioning and movement relative to their groupmates, even though vigilance towards open
water instead might help to prevent attacks by predators.
Specific relative positions may also help to enhance the sensory integration system of
dolphin groups hypothesized by Norris & Schilt (1988), especially in relation to potential echoic
eavesdropping. There is experimental and observational evidence that individual dolphins may
be capable of intercepting and correctly interpreting the echolocation signals of other dolphins,
rather than echolocating themselves (Götz, Verfuß, & Schnitzler, 2006; Xitco & Roitblat, 1996).
If this capacity for echoic eavesdropping is possible it may potentially be an advantageous
adaptation that could help echolocating groups of dolphins avoid “signal jamming” by multiple
echolocators by instead allowing multiple animals to listen in on one signal. If echoic
eavesdropping does occur, the relative positioning of listeners to the echolocator is almost
certainly relevant. In order to successfully receive a returning echo, eavesdroppers may need to
be sufficiently “on-axis,” or positioned in the right place, to hear and interpret the sound. In fact,
echoic eavesdropping and relative positioning may play a role in bottlenose dolphin calves’
development of their own echolocation sense. Within the first month of life newborn calves
rarely echolocate, and Hill et al. (2016) hypothesized that young bottlenose dolphin calves
swimming in synchronous relative positions, such as the infant position, with their mothers may
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be learning about the use of echolocation via eavesdropping. Calves’ greater independence from
the mothers around two months of age was accompanied by a marked increase in their use of
echolocation.
Based on these myriad observations by many research teams over more than sixty years
of coordinated research, I hypothesized that within a small social group of bottlenose dolphins
housed at the National Aquarium the relative positioning of affiliated individuals would vary
based on the animals’ genetic and social relationships, potentially indicating social roles within
the group.
Methods for Studying Relative Positioning
Studies of relative positioning between individual cetaceans have mainly been conducted
using trained human observers estimating positioning by sight. Data analysis based on video
images, typically using machine-learning techniques, may ultimately revolutionize studies of this
type, but the application of these technologies to the study of animals in complex environments
is still being developed (Dell et al., 2014; also see Rachinas-Lopes, Ribeiro, dos Santos, & Costa,
2018). Review of studies on relative positioning of dolphins, especially in Tursiops truncatus,
revealed the use of two primary techniques to collect data on animals’ relative positioning.
The most widely applied of these techniques can be called the categorization paradigm.
This technique involves identifying and observing a typically small number of pre-determined
relative positions assumed by pairs or small groups of dolphins, which are then used as
behavioral states in ethogram-based observations of dolphin groups. For example, many of these
studies focus on typifying the swim behavior of mothers and calves, and the frequency of their
occurrence is documented using focal follows of mother-calf pairs (Mann & Smuts, 1999; Reid
et al., 1995; von Streit et al., 2013; Xian et al., 2012). These studies are especially useful when
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examining specific, previously identified relative positions that appear to have ecological
significance. These include the infant and echelon positions, but can focus on any isolated
behavior that clearly involves relative positioning, such as the contact swimming of bottlenose
dolphin females (Connor et al., 2006), or the apparent echelon formation swimming of bowhead
whales (Balaena mysticetus, Fish, Goetz, Rugh, & Brattström, 2013). These studies also often
include visual estimations of proximity, another aspect of synchrony and relative positioning that
may correlate with behavioral state and affiliative characteristics within cetacean relationships
(Chirighin, 1987; Reid et al., 1995; Taber & Thomas, 1982).
However, this technique is problematic when the goal is to identify potentially novel
positions, or relative positions that occur relatively infrequently. For example, many studies of
mother-calf relative positioning include, in addition to the echelon position and the infant
position, positions described as “mom leads” or “calf leads” (Fellner et al., 2013), “infant behind
mother” or “infant above mother” (Gubbins et al., 1999), infant “on the cow’s back” or “on the
cow’s tail” (Krasnova, Bel’kovich, & Chernetskiĭ, 2006), etc. Outside of the infant and echelon
positions in mothers and calves, the frequency of these other positions is often very low—even in
a study such as Gubbins et al. (1999), which included many position labels in an attempt to
capture every aspect of mother-calf positioning. To detect lower-frequency relative positioning
tendencies, a technique that uses spatial quantification, rather than description, is most likely
needed.
The other notable technique used in the literature for observing the relative positioning of
dolphin dyads addresses this problem with categorical methods by involving more quantified
measurements. These can be called axial methods, in that they tend to involve the description of
relative position in three dimensions. If a single dolphin is viewed as the origin point in a three-
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dimensional space, its nearest neighbors can be viewed as positioned in relation to it on the x, y,
and z Cartesian axes.
Few studies are explicit in their use of these three-dimensional measurements, and
typically attend to animals’ rough placement in relation to each other along one or two axes,
depending on the needs of the study. This reduction in the complexity of the observed
dimensions is often sufficient to collect isolated aspects of information on relative positioning in
various behavioral contexts. For example, a study on visual laterality in belugas (Delphinapterus
leucas) tracked the placement of the calf to the left or right of its mother (Karenina et al., 2010),
while a study of the resting behavior of Tursiops mother/calf pairs in captivity tracked whether
the calf was positioned to the left or right of its mother as a function of swimming direction
(Lyamin et al., 2007). Additionally, various studies have attended to dolphins’ position
specifically ahead of or behind their swim partners, either in an effort to characterize closely
synchronized dolphins’ typically “staggered” swimming formation (Connor, et al., 2006;
Holobinko & Waring, 2010), or to study whether particular individuals might be leading the
movement of others (Lewis et al., 2011, 2013). Sakai, Morisaka, Kogi, Hishii, and Kohshima
(2010) tracked dolphin dyads’ relative positioning on both of the left/right and ahead/behind
axes, in addition to their proximity, to characterize two animals’ relative placement at surfacing
during bouts of synchronized breathing. Conversely, studies on dolphins’ relative placement
above or below each other in the water column are curiously infrequent, possibly because
vertical placement can be difficult to estimate visually from the surface when observing dolphins
in the wild. In contrast, dolphins’ relative placement along left/right and ahead/behind axes need
not change when the animals surface to breathe, and can therefore be easily visually described by
overhead observers (e.g., Connor et al., 2006; Sakai et al., 2010).
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The Current Study
This study uses a novel method for the study of relative positioning in cetacean social
groups. This method is an attempt to integrate the strengths of both the more qualitative
categorization methods and the more quantitative axial methods into a single, generalizable
technique that can be effectively implemented by a single trained observer to record relative
positioning. This is accomplished by identifying a single dolphin as a focal dolphin for brief
intervals, and marking the position of any other dolphins swimming within roughly a bodylength and in a parallel orientation to the focal animal (see Fellner et al., 2013's definition of
synchrony, p. e204). These animals, referred to as partners, were then located along three
dimensional axes relative to the focal dolphins: a left/right axis, an above/below axis, and an
ahead/behind axis. Each axis had three potential scores, two maximal and one medial (i.e.,
Left/Center/Right, Above/Level/Below, and Ahead/Even/Behind). With the resulting data,
relative positioning of pair-swimming dolphins was evaluated in two ways. First, common focalpartner pairs were examined for recurrent patterns on each axis alone (e.g., whether one dolphin
tends to stay ahead of or behind the other, or to the left or right of the other, or above or below
the other). This approach to analyzing the data maintains the strength of the axial methods
described above, which examine cetacean relative positioning in individual directions. Second,
the data allow for identifying three-dimensional positioning (e.g., a coding of the Center, Below,
Behind position at any given moment corresponds to the classic infant position of a calf in
relation to its mother). This analysis maintains the strength of the categorization method
described above, in which ecologically relevant positions such as the infant position are given an
ethogram label and measured for frequency against other possible discrete positions. Across the
three positions on each of the three dimensions, 26 of these discrete positions are possible
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placements in which a swim-partner may be positioned in relation to the focal animal that the
observer is tracking (3x3x3 positions, excluding for the “Center, Level, Even” position which is
the central location of the focal animal).
For any given affiliated pair of animals, or for any given population, measuring
differences in frequency between these 26 discrete three-dimensional positions has the potential
to reveal ecologically relevant preferred relative positioning. For example, for mothers and
calves we predict the Center, Below, Behind position—which includes the classic infant
position— to be exhibited with higher frequency than any of the other 25 positions.
Simultaneously, for many affiliated pairs there may not be any particular discrete threedimensional position that is more frequent than others; rather, one animal may tend to position
itself to the left of the other, and/or behind the other, and yet show no tendency to position itself
above or below the other over time. Because positioning along these three axes is measured
separately, significant differences in positioning in any one dimension, independent of the others,
can be detected. This is especially useful for detecting any patterns in relative positioning that
have a lower signal than, for example, the highly stereotyped infant position. Additionally, while
observers are naturally facile at detecting relative positions like the infant position, which remain
fixed in all three dimensions (thus the popularity of categorization methods in these studies), a
tendency for an animal to remain fixed in one dimension alone is subtler and more difficult to
detect.
In any given group of dolphins, or even in a pair, a specific three-dimensional position
such as the infant position may be frequently observed and measured via this method. Relative
positioning variance along the three-dimensional axes independently may hold ecological
significance as well. Consistent left/right positioning in dyads may emerge in cases where
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animals show visual laterality, or may be relevant for predator vigilance and defense, e.g., with
mothers staying to the “outside” of their calves in relation to a protective group. We might
hypothesize that consistent above/below positioning will be significant in a variety of social
contexts, such as in dominance interactions. One animal staying consistently ahead of the other
may be a marker of, for example, a leading/following dynamic. The method described in this
study yields data that can be used to examine all of these potential hypotheses simultaneously,
assuming the animals are clearly visible. It is especially useful in aquaria, where clear water and
underwater viewing windows render animals easy to film; however, it is potentially adaptable to
systems in which animals are videotaped underwater in the wild, especially in clearer equatorial
waters, and potentially also to systems that make use of aerial vehicles to film cetaceans from
above.
For this study, I observed a small social group of female Atlantic bottlenose dolphins at
the National Aquarium in Baltimore, MD, seeking to investigate questions about swimming
partnership and relationship, and questions about relative positioning. Because there is
considerable evidence that bottlenose dolphins have highly individualized and differentiated
relationships, and that synchronized swimming is a marker of affiliation, I tested the hypothesis
that each dolphin would swim with certain individuals more than others, and that these
differences in frequency would correlate with the animals’ genetic relatedness. Also, between
frequently affiliated dyads, I suspected that there would be patterns in the positions that the
animals swam in relation to each other, measured by differences in frequency between the 26
possible three-dimensional positions, and/or differences in frequency along the three positioning
axes (left/right, above/below, and ahead/behind).
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Goals of the Study
I sought to test the hypothesis that, in a small social group of bottlenose dolphins, relative
positioning of affiliated individuals varies according to genetic relatedness and life history,
potentially indicating social roles within the group. The data collected were used to answer two
primary questions about the dolphins’ sociospatial behavior:
1. Partnership: Who swims with whom? Did the dolphins have specific affiliates with
whom they swam the most? Did this correlate with their degrees of genetic
relatedness?
2. Positioning: Do dyads swim in specific relative positions? Among frequently
associated dyads, did one dolphin repeatedly take a certain position in relation to the
other along three independent axes (Left/Center/Right, Above/Level/Below, and
Ahead/Even/Behind)? And/or were there any of 26 discrete 3D positions that they
took in relation to each other?
Method
Subjects and Facility
My sample was a social group composed of six female bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) housed at the National Aquarium in Baltimore, MD. The aquarium also housed two
male dolphins, but males and females were kept in separate but connected adjacent pools so as to
avoid inbreeding between related animals.
Most of the animals in the group were genetically related, and they spanned a range of
ages (Figure 1). They included an adult mother (Chesapeake, 24 years old) and her juvenile
daughter (Bayley, 8 years old), with a genetic overlap of 50%; a senior mother (Nani, roughly 42
years old) and her young adult daughter (Spirit, 15 years old), also with a genetic overlap of
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50%; maternal half-sisters, both adults (Chesapeake and Maya, 15 years old), with a genetic
overlap of 25%; paternal half-sisters, both adults (Maya and Spirit), with a genetic overlap of
25%; an adult half-aunt and her juvenile niece (Maya and Bayley), with a genetic overlap of
12.5%; and one adult female who was not related to any other animal in this group (Jade, 17
years old.)

Figure 1. Familial relationships between the six female National Aquarium bottlenose dolphins.
This family tree illustrates the genetic relationships between the animals in our population.
Approximate or known birth years are included for the six females in the group.
The group of six females was housed either together as a single group in one pool, or was
split into two subgroups of three individuals across two different pools (see Appendix A). The
two subgroups of three dolphins always had the same composition, each including a mother and
daughter with one other animal. These were the mother-daughter pair of Chesapeake and Bayley,
accompanied by Chesapeake’s maternal half-sister (and Bayley’s half-aunt) Maya; and the
mother-daughter pair of Nani and Spirit, accompanied by their unrelated affiliate Jade. For the
most part, the females were housed in their subgroups of three and in the full housing group of
six each roughly about half of the time, with configurations usually changing about once a day.
Because these housing configurations affected the animal’s access to various swim partners—in
particular, each animal had access to fewer swim partners when housed in its subgroup of
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three—I attempted to collect the bulk of my data when the dolphins were in their housing group
of six. However, the dolphins were occasionally kept in their separated subgroups of three for
extended periods to provide relative isolation to an animal that was showing signs of illness or
distress. Rarely, the group was split into unusual subgroups (such as subgroups of four and two
individuals) for this same reason. As this was an atypical circumstance that might affect social
behavior, I did not collect data when the dolphins were housed in these configurations.
During normal social interaction, the dolphins often swam together in dyads or in larger
groups of three or more (see Appendix A). I defined animals as swimming together when they
were moving within roughly one body length (~2 m) of each other while oriented in parallel, and
therefore moving in the same heading direction. This behavior of “swimming together” in my
study should be differentiated from “synchrony” as described in the literature, although the two
are sometimes conflated in the literature in that two dolphins swimming for a sustained period of
time are referred to as swimming in synchrony with each other (see for example Fellner et al.,
2013). However it should be noted that synchrony, in terms of moving in unison, was not
measured in this study as it is in others by, for example, tracking whether animals surface to
breathe at precisely the same moment (Mann & Smuts, 1999; Sakai et al., 2010). Therefore,
dolphins in this study are referred to as “swimming together” or “swimming with partner(s),”
and synchrony should not be assumed (see Appendix A).
The housing pools in the National Aquarium are arranged in a circular configuration with
four subdivisions: a large Exhibit Pool (EP), two Holding Pools (HP1 and HP2) and a small
Medical Pool (MP; see Figure 2). The aquarium’s eight dolphins (two males and six females)
were rotated between the pools at least once a day. The males were always kept as an isolated
dyad. The females were typically housed in one housing group of six or in their two housing
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Figure 2. Floor plan of my study site, the dolphin habitat at the National Aquarium, showing the
walled structure of the four holding pools (left) and the walkways around the perimeters of the
holding pools (right). All observations were made from a large sub-surface publicly accessible
window into the Exhibit Pool. Animals in the Holding Pools and Med Pool were not visible and
therefore not observed. The dolphins were moved between the Exhibit and two Holding pools in
various group configurations several times a day.
subgroups of three (see Appendix A). Most often, a subgroup of three animals was given access
either to the EP only, or to one of the HPs, sometimes with additional access to the MP.
Occasionally, one group of animals was given simultaneous access, via an open gate, to both the
EP and one of the HPs, or to both HPs connected by the MP. During these separated periods, the
two housing subgroups were unable to make physical contact, but were in acoustic contact and
could make visual contact through small holes in the gates between pools.
The National Aquarium is an educational institution, and the dolphin habitat is openly
accessible to the public generally from the hours of 10 am to 4-5 pm, with longer hours in the
summer months. Aquarium attendees are given access to amphitheater-like bleacher seating
facing the EP. During these hours the marine mammal care staff engage the dolphins in
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interactive feeding sessions at pre-scheduled times, usually every 90 minutes; these sessions
typically last about 15 minutes. The dolphins were fed the entirety of their diet during these
sessions, but participation was voluntary and the animals were never food-deprived. I collected
my data in the time preceding, between, and after these interaction sessions, during which time
the dolphins typically did not interact with humans. The dolphins became excessively physically
active in the 5-10 minutes preceding each feeding session, visibly increasing their swim speed
and ceasing most social interaction; for this reason, I considered the time shortly preceding each
session to be an inaccurate depiction of the dolphins’ social behavior, and discarded data
sessions that were interrupted by feeding sessions.
I opportunistically collected video data from the underwater public viewing window into
the EP, as the females were periodically cycled through this pool in their housing group of six or
subgroups of three animals. The viewing window is level with the floor of the EP, which is 24 ft
(7.3 m) deep. This large window provides visibility into almost the entirety of the pool. Due to
visual occlusion by disrupted lines of sight and variable water opacity, focal animals (described
in Procedure) were marked as “out of sight” for 31.7% of the observation time; however, this
was markedly better visibility than was available via any other window into any of the pools, or
from the surface. I only collected data when the EP contained a housing group of females,
without open gate access to either of the HPs, as there was no visibility into the HPs from the EP
window.
Procedure
Data collection. On 23 days spread across 11 months between July 2015 and June 2016,
I conducted focal animal sampling (Altmann, 2009) in 15- to 20-minute sessions, and collected
video footage of each session for subsequent coding. Video data were collected using a handheld
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Canon Vixia HF M500 digital camcorder. I used vocal cues at the beginning of each video to
note the date, session start time, the group of females present in the pool (the full housing group
of six, or either of the three-member housing subgroups of Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya, or
Nani, Spirit, and Jade), the identity of the focal animal I was following in the session
(Chesapeake, Bayley, Maya, Nani, Spirit, or Jade), and any miscellaneous notes.
During focal animal follows, I continuously filmed a single member of the three- or sixdolphin housing group. The focal animal for each session was chosen at random by assigning
each dolphin an integer and creating a list of integers using the random number generating
software at www.random.org. I added some non-random restrictions: As I sometimes filmed up
to four 15-minute sessions consecutively, I never filmed the same focal animal in directly
consecutive sessions; I never assigned mothers and daughters as focal animals in consecutive
sessions, as I hypothesized relatively frequent association between these individuals; and if my
focal animal during one session swam with a particular partner frequently during the last 5-10
minutes of that session, I did not follow that partner as the focal animal in the session
immediately subsequent to it. These three restrictions served to increase the number of individual
animals observed for data collection during back-to-back sessions, which increased the diversity
of the data on any given day and served to avoid biasing that might result from stereotypy in the
behavior of one animal over a relatively short period of time.
I attempted to randomize data collection across focal animals, housing groups (subgroups
of three or the whole group of six), and time of day. However, data were collected
opportunistically, and data collection was restricted to times when a housing group of females—
as opposed to the pair of males, which were not included in this study—was held in EP. The two
subgroups of three females and their combined housing group of six were held in EP at various
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non-prescribed time slots dictated by the needs of the marine mammal care staff and husbandry.
These restrictions prohibited complete randomization of video collection according to housing
group and time of day. However, when possible, video data were collected on particular focal
animals distributed as evenly as possible across three daily time periods: a morning period (8:30
AM – 11:30 AM), a midday period (11:30 AM – 2:30 PM), and an afternoon period (2:30 PM –
6:30 PM). Observations of the larger housing group of six were also prioritized over
observations on the housing subgroups of three animals, as focal animals followed in the housing
group of six had access to all potential swimming partners.
Video focal follow data were coded using MPEG Streamclip video editing software on a
mid-2012 13-inch MacBook Pro running on an up-to-date operating system (at the time of
writing, MacOS Sierra). Using the timestamps provided by the video editing software, I recorded
10-second point samples on the focal female, at each point coding the following information (see
Appendix B for specific codes):
•

Whether the focal was swimming alone, was swimming with a partner or partners, was
out of sight, or was preoccupied with an activity incompatible with partnered swimming
(these included interacting with or watching conspecifics in a different pool through a
closed gate, playing with a toy, and interacting with humans outside of feeding sessions).
Partners were defined as swimming with the focal if they were within roughly one bodylength or 2 m of the focal animal, measured by eye, and oriented roughly in the same
heading direction or in parallel. Additionally, any dolphins swimming within 2 m and in
the same heading direction as any of the focal dolphin’s swimming partners were
themselves considered partners to the focal dolphin and included in analyses of swim
partnership using a 2 m chain rule (Smolker et al., 1992).
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If there were partners, the number of partners with whom she was swimming.

•

The identity of the partner(s).

•

The position of any swimming partners in relation to the focal animal along three axes
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(see Figure 3 and Appendix C for position coding guidelines).
•

Whether the focal and any partners were swimming in a clockwise or counterclockwise
direction around the pool.
At each timestamp, a point sample was recorded for each swimming partner. Each point

sample coded the partner’s position in relation to the focal animal in three dimensions, using
three values for each dimension (Figure 3). The partner was coded as being to the Left, Centered
with, or to the Right of the focal; Above, Level with, or Below the focal; and Ahead of, Even
with, or Behind the focal. Along each of these three dimensions the three spatial categories were
exclusive, and were encoded in a geometric shorthand: The Left/Center/Right dimension was
treated as an x axis, with the values encoded as {-1,0,1}; the Below/Level/Above dimension was
treated as a y axis, with these respective values encoded as {-1,0,1}; and the Behind/Even/Ahead
dimension was treated as a z axis, with these respective values encoded as {-1,0,1}. For the exact
definitions of these values, refer to Appendix C.
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Figure 3. Guidelines used to score positioning of swimming partners (shown in grey) in relation
to the focal (shown in pink). Positioning was scored along three-dimensional axes: a Left/Right
axis, an Above/Below axis, and an Ahead/Behind axis. Positioning along each axis was scored
with three values. For the Left/Right axis: “Left” = Partner to left of focal; “Center” = Partner
centered with focal; and “Right” = Partner to the right of focal. For the Above/Below axis:
“Below” = Partner below focal; “Level” = Partner level with focal; “Above” = Partner above
focal. For the Ahead/Behind axis: “Behind” = Partner behind focal; “Even” = Partner even with
focal; “Ahead” = Partner ahead of focal. See Appendix C for detailed position scoring
guidelines.
In total, 811.7 minutes (13.5 hours) of data were collected on 23 days between July 16,
2015 and June 22, 2016. Specifically, 140 minutes of data were collected following Chesapeake
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as focal; 140 minutes following Bayley; 140 minutes following Maya; 140 minutes following
Nani; 132.5 minutes following Spirit; and 119.2 minutes following Jade. There were 516.7
minutes of observation devoted to the full group of six dolphins, 205 minutes to the subgroup
including Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya, and 90 minutes to the subgroup including Nani, Spirit,
and Jade. There were 192 minutes of data collected during morning sessions, 275 minutes
collected in the midday period, and 345 minutes were collected in the afternoon. Of this body of
data, 278.9 mins (4.7 hours) of the data were excluded from analysis based on the focal dolphin
being out of sight, or in rare cases being engaged in activity incompatible with the study
questions. These included times that focal dolphins were playing with toys, interacting with
humans, or peering through one of the doors to the other holding pools. Focal animals were out
of sight in 31.7% of observations. This yielded 532.8 minutes (8.9 hours) of data that were used
overall in analyses.
Data analysis. To perform statistical analyses, the proportion of time that the focal spent
in each condition of interest (i.e., swimming with one partner vs. another; swimming alone vs.
partnered; swimming with a partner in one relative position vs. another, etc.) was calculated per
day. Each condition of interest was then compared as repeated measures using non-parametric
statistics, using days as a replication variable. To ensure that each animals’ behavioral measure
were independent between days, daily results used in all tests were analyzed for significant
autocorrelations (Bishop, Hosey, & Plowman, 2013). Behavior measures on all days were not
found to be significantly autocorrelated, except in a single case for Nani, whose proportion of
time spent swimming alone was significantly autocorrelated at lag 2, indicating that each
subsequent day’s time was correlated with that of the previous day (t = -2, p = .04). Given the
large number of autocorrelations run, this result was presumed to be a type I error; Bonferroni
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corrections were not performed on the p-values of these autocorrelations so as to maintain the
statistical power of this small dataset. Partial autocorrelation functions were run using Wessa.net
free statistics software (Wessa, 2017). Nonparametric statistics—in many cases randomization
tests—were used to more accurately measure this small dataset without assumptions of normal
distribution.
Partnership. In analyses of which dolphins swam together, I used frequency of swim
partnership—i.e., which animals swam together the most—as a measurement of affiliation. To
determine which animals swam together most frequently, I calculated the proportions of time
that each focal animal spent swimming alone and with each other animal per day. As the identity
of each focal animal’s swim partner(s) were recorded at 10-second interval timestamps, these
proportions were calculated by dividing the number of timestamps at which the focal was
observed with a given partner by the total number of timestamps in which the focal was observed
on that day (timestamps during which the focal animal was out of sight or engaged in an activity
incompatible with data collection were not included). For example, for each day during which
Chesapeake was the focal animal observed, this calculation yielded a proportion of time in which
she swam with her daughter Bayley out of all the time in which she was observed. A similar
proportion was calculated for each partner, and for the time that Chesapeake spent swimming
alone. These proportions included time in which the focal animal was swimming with more than
one partner; i.e., if at a given timestamp Chesapeake was swimming in a group with both Bayley
and Maya, that timestamp was counted towards her proportions of time spent both with Bayley
and with Maya. Days were then used as a replication variable in a Friedman test for that focal
animal, to determine whether the proportions of time spent with different swim partners were
significantly different over the course of the year of data collection. Because the animals were
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sometimes observed when they were housed in a full group of six (Chesapeake, Bayley, Maya,
Nani, Spirit, and Jade together in the EP pool), and sometimes in smaller subgroups of three
(Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya; or Nani, Spirit, and Jade), several tests were conducted to
determine the characteristics of swimming partnership in these different groups. We specifically
examined the following questions:
Group of 6 Partnership: Who swam with whom in the housing group of 6? For
observations on the housing group of six animals, during which all of the dolphins were housed
together in the same pool, we ran a Friedman test for each focal animal examining differences in
the proportions of time spent with each partner, with post-hoc randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests used to determine which partners were significantly different.
Group of 3 Partnership: Who swam with whom in the housing groups of 3? Because each
focal animal spent all of their time observed, regardless of housing configuration, in the presence
of their 3-group partners (Chesapeake was always able to swim with Bayley and/or Maya, but
not always with Nani; etc.), we ran two randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for each focal
comparing the amount of time spent with each of their subgroup partners across all sessions
including observations on both the housing group of 6 and the housing subgroup of 3. These tests
compared the proportions of time the focal spent swimming with their two 3-group partners
across all focal observations, in both of their housing configurations (e.g., the proportion of time
Chesapeake spent swimming with Bayley vs. the proportion of time Chesapeake spent
swimming with Maya, across all observations). A randomized Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared
the proportion of time each focal spent with each of her three subgroup partners when housed in
that group of three vs when they were housed in the group of six (e.g., for Chesapeake,
comparing the proportion of time spent swimming with Bayley when they were housed in their
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subgroup of 3—with Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya together—vs. the proportion of time spent
swimming with Bayley when they were housed in the group of six, with Chesapeake, Bayley,
Maya, Nani, Spirit, and Jade together). This test enabled us to determine whether each focal
animal’s time spent swimming with various partners changed meaningfully when they had
access to more animals, or if they tended to swim with the same partners regardless of whether
they were in the housing group of 3 or 6.
Alone vs. Partnered: Did animals spend more time alone, or swimming with partners?
We also examined whether certain focal animals tended to spend more time swimming alone, or
accompanied by swim partners alongside them. I calculated the proportion of time each focal
spent swimming alone vs. with partner(s) on each day of observation across both housing
configurations, then compared these proportions using a randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Additionally, because I suspected that individual focal animals might spend more or less time
swimming alone when housed in their subgroup of three vs. in the full housing group of six, I
compared the proportion of time each focal animal spent swimming alone per day when
observed in their two housing configurations using a randomized Wilcoxon rank-sum test (a
measurement of whether each individual animal spent more or less time alone in the presence of
different numbers of available swim partners). I also compared the average proportions of time
each focal spent swimming alone in their subgroup of three, vs. in the full housing group of six,
using a randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank test with each focal animal used as a replication
variable (a measurement of whether the group as a whole spent more or less time swimming
alone in the presence of fewer potential swim partners in their subgroups of three versus in the
full housing group of six). Taken together, these three tests helped me to determine whether
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certain focal dolphins spent significantly more time swimming alone or with other animal(s), and
whether their tendency to swim alone changed in the presence of different companions.
Kinship x Partnership: Did more closely-related dolphins swim together more? We also
performed tests to determine whether each focal dolphin’s genetic relationship with swim
partners correlated with how much time they swam with those partners, as we suspected that
dolphins that were more related would swim together more frequently. For observations when
the animals were in the full housing group of six, I calculated the proportion of time per day that
each focal spent swimming with partners with different degrees of genetic relatedness: 0.5 (for
mothers and daughters), 0.25 (for half-sisters), 0.125 (for half-aunt/-niece), and 0 (for unrelated
partners). For example, on any given day Chesapeake spent a given proportion of time
swimming with her daughter, Bayley (a relatedness of 0.5) vs. time swimming with her halfsister, Maya (0.25) vs. time swimming with Nani and/or Spirit and/or Jade (all partners to whom
Chesapeake is unrelated, with a relatedness value of 0). Using days as the replication variable, I
compared the proportion of time each focal spent with these differently-related partners using a
Friedman test with post-hoc randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. A series of Kendall’s tau-B
rank correlation tests were used to check whether the variation of partner frequency and
relatedness was ordinally correlated (i.e., whether focal animals tended to swim more with
partners that were more closely genetically related to them). Though Jade was included as a
partner in these tests with a relatedness value of 0, no tests were performed on her as a focal as
the five other dolphins in the group had only one level of relatedness to her (0, as none of the
animals in this group were her genetic relatives).
Positioning. I observed five dyads that swam together the most without accompaniment
by other animals. These dyads were therefore the best candidates for quantifying relative
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positioning. These were, in order of frequency, the mother-daughter pair Nani and Spirit; the
mother-daughter pair Chesapeake and Bayley; the half-aunt/half-niece pair Maya and Bayley;
the unrelated pair of Jade and Spirit; and the maternal half-sisters pair of Chesapeake and Maya.
The following descriptions of the relative positioning of pairs only consider data recorded during
observations in which these pairs swam in dyads unaccompanied by other dolphins, and were
suitably visible to accurately score relative positioning from video.
The data used in analyses of the relative positioning of each of these dyads includes
position scores taken from instances when either member of the dyad was observed as a focal
animal, and the other’s position was coded as a swim partner in relation to that focal. Positioning
data was always coded from the “point of view” of the focal animal during focal follows. For
example, when Chesapeake was the focal animal and Bayley was swimming with her as a
partner, Bayley’s position in relation to Chesapeake was coded using three possible scores in
three dimensions, such as: “Bayley is to the Left of, Even with, and Ahead of Chesapeake” (see
Figure 3). Because positioning was coded using three scores in three dimensions, the same
position could be coded in two symmetrical ways depending on which animal was being
observed at the time. For example, the same dyadic position just given, if observed when Bayley
was the focal animal, would be coded as “Chesapeake is to the Right of, Even with, and Behind
Bayley.” Therefore, the positioning scores for each of the five dyads analyzed were combined
into a single composite dataset by reflecting the position scores of the dyad partner in the case
that the younger dolphin was the focal animal. (The choice of the younger dolphin was arbitrary,
and yielded a dataset for each dyad in which the younger animal’s position was coded in relation
to the elder’s.) For example, in cases that Bayley was the focal animal under observation and
Chesapeake was her swim partner, Chesapeake’s positioning scores were reflected so as to
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represent the same values as if Chesapeake had been the focal animal, and the entire dataset for
the dyad of Chesapeake and Bayley could then be examined for relative positioning as a whole.
Finally, as relative positioning was scored in three dimensions (“the swim partner is
[Left/Center/Right], [Above/Level/Below], and [Ahead/Even/Behind] the focal animal”), there
were observations in which positioning was unclear in one or more dimensions. Analyses of
three-dimensional positions (i.e., comparisons of the proportion of time in which one animal was
in positions like “Center, Below, Behind” and “Left, Above, Ahead”) were therefore restricted to
observations in which relative positioning was visibly clear for all three dimensions. Analyses of
positioning along the individual dimensions (i.e., comparisons of the proportion of time in which
one animal was to the Left, Centered with, or to the Right of the other) were restricted to
observations in which relative positioning was visibly clear in that dimension; for example, one
animal may have been evidently below and behind the other while its position to the
left/center/right of the other was uncertain, and in this case its position along the
Left/Center/Right dimension was not scored. (See Figure 11-15 for quantities of data used in
each of these tests.)
For these most frequently observed dyads, we performed several statistical analyses to
determine whether the animals displayed any patterns of relative positioning. As described
above, during data collection I recorded whether swim partners were to the left or right, or
centered with, the focal animal being observed; whether they were above, below, or level with
the focal; and whether they were ahead of, behind, or even with the focal. I was therefore able to
test whether any given pair showed significant non-random positioning on any one of these three
axes independently, and also whether any pair had any specific three-dimensional position that
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they swam in most frequently (e.g., the Center, Below, Behind position which included the infant
position as described in previous literature).
Three-dimensional positions. For each dyad, I calculated the proportion of time the two
animals spent swimming in each of their five most frequent three-dimensional positions per day
out of all time that the dyad was observed swimming together unaccompanied by other dolphins.
For each dyad, I compared the time spent in each of these five positions using a Friedman test,
with days as a replication variable, and used post-hoc randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to
determine significant differences between each position.
Positioning along individual axes. For each dyad I also calculated the proportion of time
spent in each position in relation to each other on each individual axis (e.g., the proportion of
time Bayley spent to the left of vs. centered with vs. to the right of Chesapeake) per day. For
each dyad, I then conducted three Friedman tests comparing these proportions using days as a
replication variable: the proportion of time one animal spent to the left of vs. centered with vs. to
the right of the other; the proportion of time one animal spent above vs. level with vs. below the
other; and the proportion of time one animal spent ahead of vs. even with vs. behind the other.
For each of these Friedman tests I used post-hoc randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to
determine which differences were significant.
Additionally, we were interested to see whether one animal’s positioning to the left or
right of the other varied depending on the direction in which the pair was swimming around the
circumference of the tank. We hypothesized that dolphins that tended to swim to the left or right
of another might in fact be swimming to the “inside” or “outside”, which might change based on
whether the pair was swimming in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction (e.g., if Bayley
tended to stay to the “inside” of Chesapeake’s body, she would primarily swim on Chesapeake’s
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right in cases that they were swimming clockwise around the pool, and on her left when
swimming counterclockwise). To determine whether any of the five dyads tested showed this
tendency, I calculated the proportion of time per day that one animal spent to the left or right of
the other when they were swimming in a clockwise direction, and the proportion of time that
animal spent to the left or right of the other in the counterclockwise direction. Within both the
clockwise and counterclockwise observations, the proportions of time one animal spent to the
left vs. to the right of the other were compared using a randomized Wilcoxon signed-rank test
with days used as a replication variable.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
For each focal animal, we performed tests to determine the rates of partnership with the
other dolphins to determine affiliation. In total, 532.8 minutes of data were used in these analyses
(see Table 1 and Figure 4). For Chesapeake, 92.8 minutes of data were used in these partnership
tests; for Bayley, 80.8 minutes; for Maya, 95.7 minutes; for Nani, 106.3 minutes; for Spirit, 73.7
minutes; and for Jade, 83.5 minutes. This included data from when the animals were housed both
in their groups of 3, and in the combined group of 6. During my observation periods, the focal
animals swam alone overall 58.0% of the time; in dyads 34.5% of the time; in triads 6.4 % of the
time; and in larger groups up to the full group of six dolphins 1.0% of the time.
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Table 1
Quantities of Data Collected and Analyzed in Tests of Partnership

We also performed tests to analyze the relative positioning of the five most common pairs
of dolphins that swam together unaccompanied in dyads (Table 2 and Figure 5). These were the
mother and adult daughter pair of Nani and Spirit (75.8 minutes of data analyzed across 11 days),
the mother and juvenile daughter pair of Chesapeake and Bayley (61.3 minutes across 10 days),
the half-aunt and niece pair of Maya and Bayley (14.3 minutes across 10 days), the unrelated
frequent affiliates Jade and Spirit (12 minutes across 11 days), and the maternal half-sister pair of
Chesapeake and Maya (8.2 minutes across 6 days). Out of the body of data collected during
which the focal animals were within sight and not engaged in incompatible behaviors for
analysis, the usable data for these positioning analyses were further restricted by the relative
infrequency in these observations of non-mother-daughter pairs swimming together in a dyad,
unaccompanied by others; for example, Maya and Bayley—the non-mother-daughter dyad that
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was most frequently observed—only swam together unaccompanied by other swim partners in
roughly 2% of all observations.
Table 2
Quantities of Data Collected and Analyzed for Each Dyad

In results, Wilcoxon test results at α = .07 are reported as significant. This is for several
reasons. First, in several cases, the result of a Friedman test yielded p < .05, and yet the post-hoc
randomized Wilcoxon tests used to perform pairwise comparisons on the same data resulted in p
values only as low as .063. In most of these cases ties within the data being compared resulted in
Wilcoxon tests of lower power than the Friedman tests; therefore we concluded that not reporting
these marginal results might constitute a type II error. As this was an exploratory study searching
for all possible patterns of partnership and positioning largely without hypothetical assumptions,
many statistical tests were run, also generally increasing the possibility of type I errors. Results
at α = .07, rather than the more typical level of .05, are presented in this context.
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Figure 4. Quantities of data collected per focal animal between 7/16/15 and 6/22/16. Data between 11/20/15 and 4/8/16 was not used
as unusual housing configurations were used during this time to improve animal welfare.
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Figure 5. Quantities of data collected for the five most frequently observed dyads between 7/16/15 and 6/22/16. Data between
11/20/15 and 4/8/16 was not used as unusual housing configurations were used during this time to improve animal welfare.
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Partnership Results
Group of 6 Partnership: Who swam with whom in the housing group of 6? For
observations on the housing group of six animals, during which all of the dolphins were housed
together in the same pool, we ran a Friedman test for each focal animal examining differences in
the proportions of time spent with each partner, with post-hoc exact Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
used to determine which partners were significantly different. When Chesapeake was the focal
animal under observation, the Friedman test demonstrated a significant difference in the
proportions of time she spent swimming with various partners (Friedman !2 = 14.1, p = .007).
Subsequent Wilcoxon tests revealed that she spent more time swimming with her daughter
Bayley and half-sister Maya than with her three non-relatives Nani, Spirit, and Jade, but the
difference in the amount of time she spent swimming with Bayley vs. Maya was not significant,
and the amount of time she spent swimming with Maya vs. Nani, Spirit, and Jade was not
significant (Figure 6; see Appendix D for a complete list of statistical tests and results).
Essentially, Chesapeake swam with Bayley the most; Maya a medial amount; and Nani, Spirit,
and Jade the least, when housed in the full group of 6 dolphins. This pattern was replicated in
analyses for which Bayley was the focal animal: Bayley also swam with her mother Chesapeake
the most, her half-aunt Maya a medial amount, and her non-relatives Nani, Spirit, and Jade the
least (Friedman !2 = 15.7, p = .003; see Figure 6 and Appendix D).
A similar pattern was observed in the other mother-daughter pair, Nani and Spirit (Figure
7). When both Nani and Spirit were observed as focal animals in the housing group of 6, they
spent significantly more time swimming with each other than with the other animals (Nani:
Friedman !2 = 20.6, p < .001; Spirit: Friedman !2 = 13.2, p = .010; see Appendix D).
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Maya and Jade, neither of whom had a mother nor daughter present in this group, did not
swim with any partner significantly more than any other (see Figure 6 & Figure 7).
Group of 3 Partnership: Who swam with whom in the housing groups of 3? Because
each dolphin was always able to swim with the members of its housing subgroup of 3 animals—
e.g., Chesapeake was able to swim with both Bayley and Maya as partners at all times, regardless
of whether these three were housed alone, in their subgroup of 3, or in the full group of 6 along
with Nani, Spirit, and Jade—we examined whether each focal dolphin swam with one of their
subgroup-of-3 partners more than the other across all sessions. We also compared the amount of
time each focal swam with each of their subgroup-of-3 partners when housed in that subgroup of
3 alone vs. when housed in the full group of 6 dolphins.
For each of the six focal animals, the proportion of time spent with either of their
subgroup-of-3 partners did not change significantly between when the three were housed in that
subgroup alone versus in the combined housing group of six animals. Across all observation
sessions—including those observing focal animals in their subgroups of 3 and the full housing
group of 6—Chesapeake swam significantly more with her daughter Bayley than with her halfsister Maya (W = 27, p = .031); Bayley swam more with her mother Chesapeake than with her
half-aunt Maya (W = 33, p = .039); Nani swam with her daughter Spirit more than with her
unrelated affiliate Jade (W = 36, p = .008); and Spirit swam with her mother Nani more than
with her unrelated affiliate Jade (W = 42, p = .020). Maya did not swim with either her half-sister
Chesapeake or half-niece Bayley significantly more than the other, and Jade did not swim with
either Nani or Spirit significantly more than the other (see Figure 8).
Alone vs. Partnered: Did animals spend more time alone, or swimming with
partners? For each dolphin, we compared the proportion of time spent swimming alone vs.
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swimming with one or more other dolphins. We also compared the proportion of time each
dolphin spent swimming alone when housed in their subgroup of 3 animals vs. in the full
housing group of 6, to determine whether access to a greater number of swimming partners
correlated with the amount of time they spent swimming alone; and compared the average
proportions of time the animals as a group spend alone in the housing subgroups of 3 vs. in the
full housing group of 6. For both the individual focal dolphins and for the group as a whole, the
proportion of time spent swimming alone vs. with partners did not significantly change in the
housing subgroups of three dolphins versus in the full housing group of six, indicating that for
this group the propensity to swim alone did not change in the presence of more or different
potential swim partners. Across all observations, Maya, Bayley, and Jade spent a greater
proportion of time swimming alone than with partners. For Maya and Bayley this difference was
significant, and for Jade it was marginally significant (Maya: W = 40, p = .039; Bayley: W = 43,
p = .012; Jade: W = 25.5, p = .063). For the other three dolphins—Chesapeake, Nani, and
Spirit—the proportion of time spent swimming alone vs. with other dolphins did not significantly
differ (see Figure 9).
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Figure 6. For Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya, the proportion of time spent swimming with each
other dolphin in the housing group of 6.
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Figure 7. For Nani, Spirit, and Jade, the proportion of time spent swimming with each other
dolphin in the housing group of 6.
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Figure 8. For all dolphins, the proportion of time spent swimming with each of their group-of-3
housing mates across all sessions in both housing conditions.
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Figure 9. For all dolphins, the proportion of time spent swimming alone vs. accompanied by
other dolphins swimming with them, across all sessions in both housing conditions.
Kinship x Partnership: Did more closely-related dolphins swim together more? For
each dolphin we used a Friedman test to compare the proportions of time spent swimming with
dolphins at different levels of genetic relatedness, and also tested whether genetic relatedness
was ordinally correlated with time spent swimming with various partners using Kendall’s tau-B
tests.
For these tests comparing affiliation with dolphins of differing relatedness, Chesapeake
and Bayley showed similar results. Chesapeake spent a significantly greater proportion of time
swimming with her daughter Bayley (relatedness = 50%) than with unrelated animals, but not
significantly more than with her half-sister Maya (relatedness = 25%), who was also a frequent
affiliate (Friedman !2 = 7.4, p = .024); and Bayley spent a significantly greater proportion of
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time swimming with her mother Chesapeake (relatedness = 50%) than with unrelated animals,
but not significantly more than with her half-aunt Maya (relatedness = 12.5%; Friedman !2 =
7.1, p = .029). Neither Chesapeake nor Bayley spent a significantly greater proportion of time
swimming with Maya than with their unrelated affiliates, as they swam with her a medial
amount. Therefore, for both Chesapeake and Bayley, the proportion of time spent swimming
with each partner was positively correlated with genetic relatedness (Chesapeake: r" = .51, p =
.022; Bayley: r" = .57, p = .006). Nani, unlike the other animals in this group, had only two
levels of relatedness to compare, as Spirit was her daughter (genetic relatedness = 50%) and all
of the other dolphins were not related to her (relatedness = 0%). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test
comparing the proportion of time she spent swimming with her daughter versus her other
unrelated partners was marginally significant (W = 20, p = .063), and the proportion of time
spent swimming with each partner was positively correlated with genetic relatedness (r" = .50, p
= .045). Spirit spent significantly less time swimming with her paternal half-sister Maya (genetic
relatedness = 25%) than with either her mother (relatedness = 50%) or with her unrelated swim
partners (Chesapeake, Bayley, and Jade, relatedness = 0%; Friedman !2 = 9.9, p = .007), and
therefore the proportion of time she spent swimming with each partner was not positively
correlated with genetic relatedness. Maya spent more time swimming with her half-niece Bayley
(relatedness = 12.5%) than with her half-sisters Chesapeake and Spirit (relatedness = 25%) or
with her unrelated swim partners (Nani and Jade, relatedness = 0%), but this difference was not
significant, and relatedness and swim partner frequency were not significantly correlated for her
(see Figure 10 and Appendix D for complete test results).
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Figure 10. For all dolphins, the proportion of time spent swimming with partners of different
degrees of genetic relatedness within sessions in which they were housed in the full group of 6.
The Wilcoxon test statistic (W) demonstrates significant pairwise differences between time spent
with two different levels of relatedness. The Kendall’s tau-B statistic (r#) denotes whether there
was a positive correlation between degree of relatedness and time spent swimming together.
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Positioning Results
Nani and Spirit, a mother-daughter pair, were the most frequently observed dyad. One of
the three-dimensional positions—Center, Below, Behind, or, “Spirit is centered with, below, and
behind Nani”—was identified in 51% of observations, a significantly greater proportion of
observations than the other four most-frequently seen three-dimensional positions (Friedman !2
= 10.9, p = .028). This position corresponds with the infant position that is frequently observed
in bottlenose dolphin mother-calf pairs. Their positioning along each of the three individual
dimensions (Left/Center/Right, Above/Level/Below, and Ahead/Even/Behind) also reflected the
dominance of the Center, Below, Behind position. Spirit was left of vs. centered with vs. right of
Nani’s body significantly different proportions of time in the Friedman test (Friedman !2 = 8.9,
p = .011), and in exact Wilcoxon signed-rank post-hoc tests the difference between the
proportion of time Spirit was centered with (57%) vs. to the right of (12%) Nani was marginally
significant (W = 55, p = .054). Nani and Spirit as a dyad showed a strongly significant tendency
to swim clockwise (98% of observations) around the circumference of the pool as opposed to
counterclockwise (W = 66, p = .001); however, there was no evidence that Spirit tended to swim
to Nani’s inside or outside in relation to the center of the pool, as the proportion of time she spent
to Nani’s left vs. right was not significantly different in either case. Spirit was below Nani (58%)
more than she was above her or level with her, but this difference was not significant. Similarly,
Spirit was behind Nani (58%) more than she was ahead of or even with her, but this difference
was not significant (see Figure 11).
Chesapeake and Bayley, the younger mother-daughter pair, were also frequently
observed as a dyad, and their positioning was also dominated by the Center, Below, Behind
position (54%; Friedman !2 = 14.9, p = .005). Their positioning along each of the three
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individual positioning dimensions reflected this. Bayley was centered with Chesapeake’s body
significantly more than she was to either her left or right (62%; Friedman !2 = 6.5, p = .038);
therefore, like Spirit, Bayley showed no tendency to swim to either her mother’s inside or
outside (and Chesapeake and Bayley also did not swim clockwise or counterclockwise
significantly more often than the other). Bayley also swam below her mother significantly more
than either above or level with her (66%, Friedman !2 = 8.2, p = .016); and she swam behind her
mother significantly more than either ahead of her or even with her (70%; Friedman !2 = 15.4, p
< .001; see Figure 12).
The three non-mother-daughter pairs had no one three-dimensional position that was
observed significantly more frequently than any other. There were several differences in their
relative positioning along the individual dimensions, but few reached the level of significance,
perhaps due to the relative infrequency with which each of these dyads was observed.
Bayley stayed either ahead of (49%) or behind (39%) her half-aunt Maya more than she
was even with her, a difference that was significant (11%; Friedman !2 = 7.2, p = .03). Bayley
stayed to the left of Maya (44%) more than she was centered with her (38%) or to her right
(18%), but this was not significant; and she stayed below her (44%) more than level with (38%)
or above her (18%), though this was not significant (see Figure 13).
Spirit tended to be behind her unrelated affiliate Jade (85%) significantly more than she
was even with (11%) or ahead of her (4%; Friedman !2 = 15, p < .001). Spirit stayed to the right
of Jade (57%) more than she was centered with her (28%) or to her left (16%), though this
difference was not significant. This pair did show a strongly significant tendency to swim in the
clockwise direction (90%) as opposed to the counterclockwise direction (10%; W = 64, p =
.003), and therefore this may be evidence of Spirit tending to stay to Jade’s “inside” as opposed
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to her “outside” in relation to the center of the tank; however, this conclusion was not supported
by significance testing. Spirit tended to be above Jade (57%) more than she was level with (28%)
or below her (16%), though this difference was not significant (see Figure 14).
Maya stayed to the left of her maternal half-sister Chesapeake (40%) slightly more than
she was centered with her (32%) or to her right (28%), though this difference was not significant;
was below her (40%) slightly more than she was level with (32%) or above her (28%), though
this difference was not significant; and was behind her (72%) much more than she was even with
(17%) or ahead of her (11%). However, even though Maya was behind Chesapeake the majority
of the time that the dyad was observed (72%), this result was also not significant, most likely
because the small quantity of time in which I observed this dyad swimming alone (7.8 minutes
across the 11-month observation period) reduced the power of the statistical test (see Figure 15).
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Figure 11. For the time that they were observed as a dyad, the proportion of time for which the
mother-daughter pair Nani and Spirit swam in their three most frequent three-dimensional
positions; the proportion of time for which Spirit swam to the left, centered with, and to the right
of Nani; the proportion of time for which Spirit swam above, level with, and below Nani; and the
proportion of time for which Spirit swam ahead of, even with, and behind Nani. Swim direction
is noted to clarify whether, when Spirit swam to Nani’s left or right, she swam to her inside or
outside in relation to the pool.
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Figure 12. For the time that they were observed as a dyad, the proportion of time for which the
mother-daughter pair Chesapeake and Bayley swam in their three most frequent threedimensional positions; the proportion of time for which Bayley swam to the left, centered with,
and to the right of Chesapeake; the proportion of time for which Bayley swam above, level with,
and below Chesapeake; and the proportion of time for which Bayley swam ahead of, even with,
and behind Chesapeake. Swim direction is noted to clarify whether, when Bayley swam to
Chesapeake’s left or right, she swam to her inside or outside in relation to the pool.
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Figure 13. For the time that they were observed as a dyad, the proportion of time for which the
half-aunt/niece pair Maya and Bayley swam in their three most frequent three-dimensional
positions; the proportion of time for which Bayley swam to the left, centered with, and to the
right of Maya; the proportion of time for which Bayley swam above, level with, and below
Maya; and the proportion of time for which Bayley swam ahead of, even with, and behind Maya.
Swim direction is noted to clarify whether, when Bayley swam to Maya’s left or right, she swam
to her inside or outside in relation to the pool.
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Figure 14. For the time that they were observed as a dyad, the proportion of time for which the
unrelated pair Jade and Spirit swam in their three most frequent three-dimensional positions; the
proportion of time for which Spirit swam to the left, centered with, and to the right of Jade; the
proportion of time for which Spirit swam above, level with, and below Jade; and the proportion
of time for which Spirit swam ahead of, even with, and behind Jade. Swim direction is noted to
clarify whether, when Spirit swam to Jade’s left or right, she swam to her inside or outside in
relation to the pool.
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Figure 15. For the time that they were observed as a dyad, the proportion of time for which the
half-sisters pair Chesapeake and Maya swam in their three most frequent three-dimensional
positions; the proportion of time for which Maya swam to the left, centered with, and to the right
of Chesapeake; the proportion of time for which Maya swam above, level with, and below
Chesapeake; and the proportion of time for which Maya swam ahead of, even with, and behind
Chesapeake. Swim direction is noted to clarify whether, when Maya swam to Chesapeake’s left
or right, she swam to her inside or outside in relation to the pool.
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Discussion
Dolphins are cognitively complex animals that rely upon highly differentiated, longstanding relationships within a fission-fusion society. In this paper I have presented evidence
from the literature that the way in which these animals position themselves in relation to one
another in three dimensions is a significant aspect of their social behavior, a hypothesis that
Gregory Bateson described succinctly when he proposed that the relative positions of a group of
dolphins at rest might be considered a “diagram of relations” (Bateson, 1974, p. 157). Here I
have developed a method that may be used to map this potential diagram of relations between
two animals in three dimensions, identifying patterns both in the individual dimensions (ahead
and behind, or above and below, as opposed to left and right) and in the three dimensions
combined (thus identifying static positions such as the well-documented infant position). In this
pilot study, I began to map the spatial relations of six female Atlantic bottlenose dolphins housed
at the National Aquarium.
Findings on Partnership & Positioning
My findings were limited by small sample size, both in terms of the number of animals
studied and the amount of data collected (see Limitations, below). However, my results
highlighted the importance of the mother-daughter relationship within this group of dolphins. I
used swimming “partnership” as a measurement of affiliation in preparation to score positioning
between dyads that swam together often. My definition of swimming partnership—two animals
swimming near one another, in the same direction, and often at the same speed as if to maintain
relative position and proximity—is similar to what was termed “synchrony” in the Fellner et al.
(2013) paper on the relative positions of mothers and calves. No matter what this behavior is
called, it is visually evident to the human observer watching dolphins in aquaria, and calls to
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mind the movement of people who are walking down the street holding hands. Of the small
group of dolphins that I studied, there were two mother-daughter pairs (Nani and Spirit, and
Chesapeake and Bayley, one female that had no calves present (Maya) and yet was a close
relative to one of the mother-daughter pairs (Chesapeake and Bayley), and one female (Jade) that
had no genetic relatives in this group. While the two animals without first-degree relatives swam
with the other animals more or less equally (and spent a lot of time swimming alone), the
mother-calf pairs swam with each other significantly more than with the other animals—with the
exception of the mother-daughter pair Chesapeake and Bayley, who swam with their close
relative Maya at a high frequency, but still swam together the most. When the mothers and
daughters swam together as a dyad, they swam in the Center, Below, Behind position more than
50% of the time—the position in this study that includes the well-documented infant position.
The infant position is a three-dimensional position, meaning that it was identified in all three
measurements of positioning that I documented (with the offspring centered with, below, and
behind its mother). No other three-dimensional position was anywhere near as common in this
group.
There are several conclusions that may be drawn from these findings. Firstly, the
correlation of maternal relatedness with a higher frequency of swimming together in apparent
synchrony reinforces the hypothesis that swimming synchrony is a potentially effective
measurement of affiliation. This is well-established in the literature. Also, the correlation of
relatedness and swim-partnership frequency did not extend to the one dyad in this group that
were paternal relatives—Maya and Spirit are paternal half-sisters that almost never swam
together. Maternal relatives are especially important affiliates for bottlenose dolphins, and this
observation may reflect that. However, this conclusion should be treated with caution;
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Chesapeake and Spirit were not housed together in their subdivided groups of three (a factor
which had a strong effect on rates of swim partnership, with group-of-three mates swimming
together frequently even when housed in the full group of six), and may have not swum together
out of simple habit.
Primarily, however, this finding emphasizes the importance of the mother-daughter
relationship in this group of bottlenose dolphins. And furthermore, it emphasizes the infant
position as a characteristic of mother-daughter affiliation in this particular group of animals.
These findings are especially interesting in light of the age of both offspring, Bayley and Spirit.
The infant position is typically considered an aspect of the behavior of young calves, and may
facilitate nursing in offspring that are still dependent on nutrition from the mother. Bayley was 8
years old, a juvenile, at the time of data collection, and Spirit was a 13-year-old adult; neither of
these young animals was in any way dependent on nursing (at the time Bayley was still
occasionally observed nursing; however, this behavior was only documented for 30 seconds
during a single 15-minute observation session, out of the 140 minutes in which she was
observed). Despite their age, when Bayley and Spirit swam in dyads with their mothers, they
took the Center, Below, Behind infant position more than 50% of the time.
In discussing the possible adaptive benefits of the infant position, Gubbins et al. (1999)
noted that two of the calves observed in their study of mother-calf positioning continued to
occasionally assume the infant position even as juveniles in their sixth year of life. Xian et al.
(2012), in their study of mother-calf positioning in Yangtze finless porpoises (Neophocaena
asiaeorientalis asiaeorientalis) noted that studies of bottlenose dolphin mother-offspring relative
positioning are not often continued beyond the first year of a calf’s life, despite the fact that the
interbirth interval is typically around four years (Mann et al., 2000). Data is therefore deficient as
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to what degree a bottlenose dolphin offspring does or does not maintain the infant position with
its mother, until the arrival of a new calf essentially displaces it from that position. The aquarium
environment offers a unique opportunity to study the behavior of these animals in artificially
manipulated conditions; though in the wild both Nani and Chesapeake might have gone on to
give birth again two to four years after the birth of their daughters Spirit and Bayley, these two
females were restricted from reproducing. Additionally, it is typical that juvenile bottlenose
dolphins spend much more time separated from their mothers after weaning, which in the
congeneric Tursiops aduncus often occurs at an age of about four years (Mann et al., 2000).
Because Bayley and Spirit are housed with their mothers at the aquarium, the weaning and
increased independence of the juvenile that appears to occur at about four years after the birth of
a calf—roughly coincident with the birth of the mother’s next calf—did not take place, and it
appears that the prevalence of infant position was also maintained.
I propose that this finding—the observation of a high rate of infant position between
these two mature offspring and their mothers within an aquarium setting—supports the
hypothesis set forth by Gubbins et al. (1999), who speculated that “the mother and calf are
reinforcing their own bond by participating in this specific spatial state, as well as advertising
their relationship to others.” The infant position may have adaptive survival benefits, but it may
also carry social or communicative meaning. The adaptive benefits of the infant position are in
fact limited in the case of the animals studied here. Gubbins et al. propose three adaptive benefits
of the infant position, which are extensively discussed in the introduction to this paper:
hydrodynamic effects, camouflage, and nursing facilitation. It is now well-established that the
infant position likely confers hydrodynamic benefits to young dolphins (Noren & Edwards,
2011; Shoele & Zhu, 2015), and Bayley and Spirit may still have been subject to attractive and
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propulsive hydrodynamic effects from the flow around their mothers’ bodies; however, given
their larger body sizes at the respective ages of 8 and 13 years, these effects were most likely
greatly reduced compared to when they were calves (see Weihs, 2004, Fig. 4c). Adult offspring
may still obtain a camouflaging benefit from the infant position, as their visible outline may still
blend with the mother’s when viewed from below by, for example, a shark; however, it is
debatable that this benefit is not relevant in aquaria, as no predators are present (though animals’
natural anti-predator behavior may certainly be preserved in captivity, despite the absence of
predators). And, as described above, neither Bayley nor Spirit were reliant on nursing at this
stage in their development. I propose that at least in this circumstance, the prevalence of the
infant position between two mature offspring and their mothers was most likely social in nature,
serving to reinforce the affiliative bonds between close relatives even after the daughters’ age of
reliance upon their mothers, and perhaps to visually communicate their relationship to the other
dolphins in the group. Alternatively, given the dolphins’ sustained cohabitation and the fact that
the females were restricted from breeding, the incidence of infant position in these older motherdaughter pairs may simply have been caused by the conservation of habitual behavior over time,
rather than being primarily social in nature. Future observation of any instances of (possibly
unusual) post-weaning infant-position swimming by known bottlenose dolphin individuals in the
wild may provide evidence clarifying whether this position, when used in adulthood, serves a
social purpose for these animals.
Observations on the positioning of the three non-mother-daughter dyads led to fewer
conclusions, partly due to the relative infrequency of non-mother-daughter pairs swimming
together. Any study seeking to examine the relative positioning of such pairs will most likely
need to rely upon a much larger general dataset; unaccompanied dyad swims between non-
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mother-daughter pairs occurred in only 5.7% of all observation, with the most frequent of these
dyads (Maya and Bayley) successfully observed for only 14.3 minutes out of 8.9 hours across the
year. This renders the positioning of non-mother-daughter pairs an inherently difficult behavior
to examine. For each of these three dyads—the half-aunt/half-niece pair of Maya and Bayley; the
unrelated affiliate pair Jade and Spirit; and the maternal half-sisters pair Chesapeake and Maya—
no single three-dimensional position was predominantly seen. Within the dyad of Jade and Spirit,
Jade was ahead of Spirit significantly more than vice versa, and Chesapeake also tended to be
ahead of Maya (although this result was not significant due to the low power yielded by the mere
8.2 minutes in which this dyad was observed swimming unaccompanied by others). In contrast,
none of these three non-mother/daughter pairs showed any significant or even particularly
suggestive positioning tendencies in terms of which dolphin stayed to the left or right, or above
or below, the other. I tentatively propose that even in the absence of the infant position favored
by the mother-daughter pairs, these two less-related pairs of dolphins (Jade and Spirit, and
Chesapeake and Maya) may have displayed evidence of leading and following, in which one
dolphin in each dyad (Jade and Chesapeake, in this case) tended to stay ahead of the other (Spirit
and Maya) in instances when the two swam together.
Based on extensive research and theory, leading and following is a dynamic that seems to
spontaneously emerge in many different species (King, Johnson, & Van Vugt, 2009). For animal
social groups in which group cohesiveness is adaptive, groups must somehow make collective
decisions about where and when to travel together. These decisions may be truly collective and
distributed, as is sometimes the case in species that utilize quorums; but in many species
particular individuals seem to take precedence in directing group movement. This may be for
many reasons. In some cases, especially in species where group composition tends to be stable,
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more dominant animals may lead group movement. But in animals with fluid group composition,
like bottlenose dolphins, there seems to be less of a dominance hierarchy. In long-lived animals
like bottlenose dolphins, there seems to be a trend of elder animals (often females, though not
necessarily, as in primates; Overdorff, Erhart, & Mutschler, 2005) tending to lead group
movement. This is true in bonobos (Pan paniscus; Tokuyama & Furuichi, 2017), orca (Orcinus
orca) and African elephants (Loxodonta africana). It seems likely that these elder animals,
especially in the orca and elephant matriarchal societies, lead the movement of the group to
confer a fitness benefit onto the group as a whole, which is typically a family group in these
species. For orcas, in particular, sons never leave the natal group, and male survival is highly
correlated with the welfare of the mother; and older, post-menopausal females tend to lead group
movement, especially in years of famine (Brent et al., 2015). It may be that in this species, older
females are conferring important survival knowledge upon their offspring by leading them to
food, and incurring a fitness benefit themselves in the process—especially in the case of
benefiting sons, which have more reproductive potential than daughters (Brent et al., 2015).
Elephant matriarchs, also, appear to confer important social knowledge to their family groups;
overall, elephant family groups containing an older matriarch show less fear responses to the
calls of other elephants, and appear to differentiate between familiar and unfamiliar elephant
calls more effectively than groups with younger matriarchs (McComb, Moss, Durant, Baker, &
Sayialel, 2010). Groups with younger matriarchs also appear to react less urgently to playedback lion calls than do groups with older matriarchs (McComb et al., 2011), and when crossing
risky roads older Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) tend to lead the movement of younger
animals (Mizuno, Sharma, Idani, & Sukumar, 2017). Taken together, these findings indicate that
in these long-lived social species, older leaders may confer important knowledge to members of
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their social groups—probably because their social groups often contain relatives, and the safety
of relatives confers an indirect fitness benefit to the leader. In these cases, elder animals may be
acting as “keystone individuals” in their social groups: they are individual animals who have a
disproportionate role in the maintenance and survival of the social group, potentially by many
different means (Modlmeier, Keiser, Watters, Sih, & Pruitt, 2014).
Leadership in bottlenose dolphins may be less stable than in matriarchal species like
orcas and elephants, but there is compelling evidence from various populations worldwide that
certain individuals tend to lead group movement and take a disproportionate role in enacting
decisions for the social group. A population of bottlenose dolphins in the Florida keys has shown
evidence that a few specific individuals tend to swim ahead of their traveling conspecifics, and
tend to be followed in their directional changes by other members of the group (Lewis et al.,
2011). A follow-up study found that leading-following pairs in this population tend to be both
maternally and paternally related, indicating that the few “leaders” in the population are most
likely reaping an inclusive fitness benefit from their leadership role by directing their relatives
towards important resources (Lewis et al., 2013). Conversely, other reports on the general
behavior of spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) describe a lack of movement-leader in the
school (Norris & Dohl, 1980), or even apparent leaders at the back of traveling groups being
preferentially followed by others when they changed heading direction. The authors speculated
that perhaps these changes in direction by the “leader” might be accompanied by a whistle that
acted as a “sweeping beam of sound” (Johnson & Norris, 1986, p. 341) to cue a directional
change by animals swimming ahead of them, and indeed whistles in this species were
subsequently confirmed to be strongly unidirectional (Lammers & Au, 2003). Johnson & Norris
(1986) also noted that leadership was highly variable, with many animals of different age and sex
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classes occasionally attempting to change the direction of group movement, to varying levels of
success; and while this team speculated that animals at the back of the group were leading group
movement decisions, this observation was not quantified as it was by Lewis et al. (2011). In
another population of bottlenose dolphins off New Zealand, individual males of potential
“keystone” importance, with high centrality to their social networks, tend to cue group
movement using a loud, surface-smacking “side flops”. Females in this same population also use
a loud “upside-down lobtail” behavior, seemingly to cue the cessation of group travel; and cuing
females were found to be less central to their social networks, with fewer generalized affiliations,
than were cuing males; and so in this population, males—and in particular males that are right at
the center of the population’s social network, and potentially responsible for socially linking
disparate groups together—seem to take a leadership role when it comes to making decisions
about group movement (Lusseau & Conradt, 2009). On the smaller scale of the dyad, male IndoPacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) are also known to follow the movements of
females for sustained periods during sexual consortships (Connor et al., 2000); and as reviewed
in this paper, mother dolphins tend to stay ahead of their calves’ movements as the two swim in
the infant position. Taken together, these findings illustrate the multifaceted role of leadership in
dolphins’ social structures. Leading behavior varies extensively between species, geographic
regions, and populations, and should be considered a potentially fruitful avenue for future study.
The effects of my spatial analysis between five dyads in my group of bottlenose dolphins
at the National Aquarium were small, but suggestive of a leading/following dynamic in several
affiliated pairs of animals. In the two mother-daughter pairs—Nani and Spirit, and Chesapeake
and Bayley—the mother tended to stay ahead of the daughter as they swam together. For
Chesapeake and Bayley in particular this was a strongly significant result. This positioning
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dynamic resulted from the mother/daughter pairs’ propensity to swim with the daughter Centered
with, Below, and Behind her mother, in accordance with the infant position typically seen in
mother-calf pairs. But two other dyads also showed evidence of one animal tending to stay ahead
of the other: Jade and Spirit, an unrelated pair, and Chesapeake and Maya, a pair of half-sisters,
both showed a tendency for one animal to stay ahead of the other in the limited time in which
they were observed (for Jade and Spirit, this result was significant; for Chesapeake and Maya it
was not, perhaps a result of the small dataset). Positioning along the Left/Right and
Above/Below axes, conversely, did not show a strong tendency for either of these pairs. In both
cases, the leading animal was the elder: Jade, 17 years old, was just two years older than 15-yearold Spirit; and Chesapeake, 24 years old, was nine years older than her 15-year-old half-sister
Maya. The studies by Lewis et al. (2011, 2013) were not able to measure the correlation of age
with leadership beyond noting whether animals were adults or juveniles, probably because
birthdates were not readily available in their wild population of bottlenose dolphins. However, in
other species such as the matriarchal orcas and elephants described above, keystone leaders and
decision-makers are often older animals—precisely because their age provides these animals
with more experience and more critical ecological knowledge to confer upon their younger
relatives so as to strengthen the fitness of the group as a whole. It may be that even in this
aquarium-housed group of female bottlenose dolphins, the elder females tend to lead the
movement of younger animals. Additionally, Chesapeake and Jade are mothers of surviving
offspring that are also housed at the aquarium: Chesapeake is the mother to Bayley, who was
included in this study; and Jade is the mother to Foster, a young male who was housed separately
from the females in this study and was therefore not included in data collection. Spirit and Maya
are not mothers. It may be that this difference in life history influenced the social roles that these
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pairs take with one another, with mothers tending to lead the movement of non-mothers.
Consistent with this hypothesis is the finding that Maya and Bayley, neither of whom are
mothers, also did not show a clear leader and follower when they swam together—despite the
fact that Maya is Bayley’s half-aunt and elder, and might have been expected to act as an
alloparent to Bayley, perhaps interacting with her as a surrogate mother by leading her
movements. All of these interpretations, while compelling, should be treated with considerable
caution by readers, as the three non-mother/daughter dyads were only observed for about ten
minutes each over the course of the 11 months of data collection, and thus these findings are
based on limited data. Future studies on the interaction of leading and following, life history,
differing age and sex classes, and social roles in groups of bottlenose dolphins worldwide will
help to untangle this web of potential correlations, and shed light on the roles these gregarious
animals take in their complex fission-fusion social networks.
Notes on Position Scoring
A measurement of proximity was omitted from the measurement of positioning in this
study, and should be included in any future studies of positioning. Animals’ proximity may be a
relevant measurement of affiliation, and furthermore may in part be used to identify certain
ecologically relevant relative positions, like the infant position. The offspring’s closeness to the
mother is sometimes noted by researchers as an identifying characteristic of the infant position;
see for example Mann & Smuts (1999), which describes that in the infant position the calf’s
“melon or head lightly touches [the] mother’s abdomen” (p. 534). The fact that proximity was
not quantified in the current study has one interesting consequence: The Center, Below, Behind
position of one animal swimming beneath the other in this study, while potentially indicative of
the infant position, was not strictly a measurement of that position as has been done in other
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studies (for example by Fellner et al., 2013 and Gubbins et al., 1999). Firstly, a typical infant
position involves the animals swimming very close to one another, and as proximity was not
catalogued by this study all Center, Below, Behind positions were catalogued as long as the
animals were within 2 m of each other and moving in the same heading direction. Secondly, it is
my own observation that the infant position is sustained over time, with the mother and offspring
maintaining the position as they swim together often for many minutes, and this was not
characterized by my study. Therefore, when the Center, Below, Behind position was recorded—
especially in the non-mother/daughter dyads within this study—it did not in every case
necessarily reflect a “true” infant position. However, instances of this “true” infant position (one
animal centered with, below, and behind the other, with the two dolphins swimming close
together and maintaining their positioning as they swim) are certainly contained within the
measurements of the Center, Below, Behind position in this study, as indicated by the much
higher proportion of time that the mother/daughter dyads spent in this position—more than 50%
of the time that these dyads were observed, in both cases. In the future, the addition of a
measurement of proximity between animals swimming together will strengthen the method of
any study aimed at characterizing the relative position of dolphins, whether that study is
primarily concerned with the infant position, or with positioning in other contexts.
An argument may be made for adjustment of the position-scoring parameters outlined in
Appendix C. Each position measuring axis was given the three scoring values: -1, 0, and 1
(respectively, Left, Center, Right; Below, Level, Above; and Behind, Even, Ahead)—making
two of the values maximal, and one value central for all three axes. In order to make the central
value truly central (i.e., “Center” indicating that the partner was centered between the span of the
focal’s pectoral fins; “Level” indicating that the partner was level with the focal; and “Even”
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indicating that the partner was “neck-and-neck” with the focal), the central value in all three axes
constituted a narrower space than the other values on the axis, which were bounded at roughly 2
m, or an approximate dolphin body length (beyond which the focal was not scored as having a
partner). Because the central space on all three axes was narrower than the Left/Right,
Above/Below, and Ahead/Behind scoring spaces, swimming partners were inherently more
likely to swim in the non-central positions, along all three axes, than in the central positions. This
has the effect of biasing the position scores towards the non-central categories on each axis. The
obvious solution to this bias would be to make the two non-central and one central position
categories for each axis equal in length/width/depth. However, I chose to make the central values
smaller for two reasons: First, this made these values more truly central for all three axes, which
I suspected might be socially relevant for the animals. Second, each of these axes depended on
using visual measurement landmarks along each animal’s body (see Appendix C) to categorize
the partner’s positioning in relation to the focal. In the case of the Left/Center/Right and
Above/Even/Below axes in particular, making the central space broad enough to match the noncentral spaces would have expanded the spatial category delineations outside the lines of the
focal animal’s body (see Figure 3), making consistent scoring much less reliable. For these
reasons, the central space of each positioning axis was kept relatively narrow, and nonparametric
statistics were used in part to avoid the assumption of a normal random distribution of
positioning along each axis.
Future Studies
The results of this study provide only a tantalizing glimpse at patterns that may exist in
the relative positioning of various dyads and groups of dolphins. The importance of the infant
position between mothers and their offspring is supported by my data and by many other studies.
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Several primary questions remain, all of which may shed light on the social significance of
relative positioning for bottlenose dolphins: Does the infant position tend to persist in the
relationship between older offspring and their mothers in the wild and in other aquaria? Is infant
position ever observed in non-mother-daughter pairs? And what is the nature of relative
positioning in non-mother-daughter pairs? Evidence suggests that in some populations specific
individuals may take leading/following roles, which may be studied by documenting which
animals tend to be ahead of or behind one another.
Adaptations of the method developed in this study, and other methods that are currently
being developed by many teams, will help to shed light on these questions. Relative positioning
is a complex subject involving variation in several dimensions at once, and my method presents a
shorthand that can be used to document this variation in a relatively low-labor way. However,
much larger datasets will be needed to draw any conclusions about the less observable aspects of
relative positioning, such as positioning between less frequent affiliates. One solution that is
currently being developed is the use of automatic image processing to track the movement of
animals. The main obstacle in performing studies of relative positioning is the difficulty
presented by manually coding large quantities of video data. For example, a point-sampling
technique at 10-second intervals was used in this study, as coding behavior in real time is often
prohibitively labor intensive and point sampling is used as an approximate model. But the
relative positioning of waterborne animals is not static; two dolphins moving in synchrony swirl
around each other in ever-changing configurations. Automatic image processing using a trained
machine may be able to process information on the relative positioning of two or more dolphins
in real time, without the granularity imposed by interval sampling techniques. Overhead camera
systems, unlike handheld, can also collect video data for as much of the day as lighting
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conditions allow, resulting in larger volumes of data than human observers using handheld
cameras are typically able to document.
Overall, using trained systems to analyze large volumes of video data to answer questions
about animal behavior will allow us to get closer to understanding animals’ entire behavioral
repertoires than is currently possible by coding by hand. Human observers are subject to human
limitations: we can only work relatively slowly; our measurements are inherently imprecise and
potentially subjective; the resolutions we can detect are low and limited by the properties of our
visual, perceptual, and conceptual systems; and our attention and energy resources are finite.
New developments in machine learning offer the possibility to collect information about
animals’ behavior in real time, in much finer detail than is available to researchers coding by
hand and eye, and with the potential for uncovering patterns in large datasets that would
otherwise be undetectable (D. J. Anderson & Perona, 2014).
Automated tracking of animals in video is already being performed using various
machine-learning and computer vision techniques, and these technologies show considerable
promise for potential use in ecological research (Dell et al., 2014; Weinstein, 2018). Techniques
have been developed to quantify the characteristics of social interaction in smaller model animals
like fruit flies and mice, both in pairs and in wider social groups, by tracking the movements of
individuals around the periphery of their housing using video cameras, sometimes over multiple
days (Klibaite, Berman, Cande, Stern, & Shaevitz, 2016; Ohayon, Avni, Taylor, Perona, &
Egnor, 2013; Weissbrod et al., 2013). One technique in particular, called JAABA by developers,
has been designed to train computers to recognize animal movements that are typical of various
behaviors, as intuitively demarcated by a human observer, so as to label those behaviors in future
video (for example, the motion of a fruit fly walking or turning, or of two animals attempting
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copulation) (Kabra, Robie, Rivera-Alba, Branson, & Branson, 2013). The use of automated
tracking in studies of marine mammal behavior and ecology are potentially extensive
(Karnowski, Johnson, & Hutchins, 2016). One technique, called 3D-MASC, has been used to
quantify the orientation and positioning of dolphins filmed underwater, similarly to the data
collection that was performed in this study by a human observer (Gregg, Dudzinski, & Smith,
2008). And most recently a team was able to develop a method, called D-Track, to automatically
track the movements of bottlenose dolphins around an aquarium tank, in three dimensions, using
just two wide-angle video cameras. The tracks of the dolphins’ movement were successfully
used to characterize which parts of the tank the dolphins were using most; the dolphins’ average
velocity as they swam; and the varying “shape” of the dolphins’ trajectories as they swam in
circles around the tank (Rachinas-Lopes et al., 2018). These methods show considerable promise
for expanding researchers’ capacity to answer questions about animal behavior in many settings,
including studies of marine mammals.
Studies on dolphin relative positioning should not be limited to surveys of animals in
aquaria; data from wild populations are needed to make conclusions about natural behavior. As
described above, the captive setting may have altered behavior for this group of female dolphins,
leading to the maintenance of infant position for two mother-daughter pairs for much longer than
might have occurred in the wild. Studies of relative positioning, however, require the collection
of fine-scale visual data, which until recently has been technologically limited in many wild
populations. Boat- and shore-based surveys are typical, but cetaceans are most often only visible
when they broach the surface to breathe. In recent years, there have been rapid improvements in
the technology of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and many models have become
inexpensive enough to promote widespread use in ecological research. UAVs with onboard
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cameras may prove to be an excellent technology with which to study the relative positioning of
dolphins. UAVs tend to be less disturbing to animals than boats (Ramos, Maloney, Magnasco, &
Reiss, 2018), and small high-resolution cameras provide a clear overhead view of animal
movement, even to several meters below the water’s surface depending on the water’s clarity.
UAVs have already been used with great success in myriad studies of marine mammal behavior
and population ecology—including studies on cetaceans (Durban, Fearnbach, Barrett-Lennard,
Perryman, & Leroi, 2015; Fettermann de Oliveira, 2018), pinnipeds (Pomeroy, O’Connor, &
Davies, 2015; Sweeney et al., 2016), and vulnerable sirenians (Hodgson, Kelly, & Peel, 2013;
Ramos et al., 2017)—and are seen as a relatively low-impact, low-cost, and high-resolution
method with which to collect large volumes of data on these animals (Anderson & Gaston, 2013;
Chabot & Bird, 2015; Fiori, Doshi, Martinez, Orams, & Bollard-Breen, 2017; Hodgson, Peel, &
Kelly, 2017; Nowacek, Christiansen, Bejder, Goldbogen, & Friedlaender, 2016). Perhaps most
intriguingly, some teams have now begun to use machine learning data analysis techniques to
process the large-scale video data obtained from UAV-based video, which will enable
researchers to combine the considerable strengths of both of these emerging methods—the visual
power of UAV to collect overhead video of marine mammals in clarity that has never been
possible before, and the ability of computer vision technologies to sift through large volumes of
this video data and pick out patterns that human coders may not be able to discern (Byles, 2016;
Cruz & Bernardino, 2016; Maire, Mejias, & Hodgson, 2014; Rey, Volpi, Joost, & Tuia, 2017).
At least one such study has already used a partially automated measuring technique to analyze
UAV footage of a marine animal—black tip reef sharks (Carcharhinus melanopterus)—to
quantify individuals’ relative positioning and alignment in shoals (Rieucau et al., 2018).
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There may be similar obstacles in using data from UAV systems as there are in using data
from overhead cameras in aquaria for studies of relative positioning in cetaceans. The overhead
view may make determining vertical relative positioning difficult or impossible, but there is a
possibility that differences in contrast or hue between the color of dolphins and the surrounding
water could be used as a measurement of the depth of the animal (with contrast decreasing as the
animal descends, approaching invisibility as it disappears deeper into the water). Also, individual
recognition is a much more difficult prospect in wild populations as opposed to in aquaria. Many
research questions regarding the social relevance of relative positioning for cetaceans may
involve aspects of individuals’ life histories, such as their age, sex, parity, and relationships with
other animals. For some populations long-term individual photoidentification surveys have
extensively catalogued many known resident animals, but these studies are typically highly labor
intensive, involving the combined effort of many researchers over many years. In other
populations animals may be non-resident, making repeat sightings and positive identifications
impossible. Even for sightings in which some or all of the dolphins observed are identified,
sustained identification from an overhead UAV camera may be difficult, as dorsal fins (which
are typically used to verify identity) are not visible from above; furthermore, a dolphin that has
been identified from above may dive into invisibility and resurface some distance away, making
continuous tracking untenable. These issues may be ameliorated by a boat- or land-based
observer photographing animals simultaneously for subsequent identification. Additionally, as
UAV-based surveys for behavior become more and more popular, new overhead identification
techniques may be developed, perhaps using other distinctive markings such as scars. Photo
identification has thus far been possible with UAV-based video in studies of grey (Halichoerus
grypus) and harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), with bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus), and with
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killer whales (Orcinus orca)(Durban et al., 2015; Koski et al., 2015; Pomeroy et al., 2015).
However, the success of overhead photo ID will vary depending on physical variation between
individuals within any given species and population.
As discussed previously, larger datasets in both the wild and in aquaria can be used, in
conjunction with the presented method and others currently in development, to document relative
positioning in multiple dimensions simultaneously. Ultimately my findings do not support the
presence of socially relevant 3D positions besides the infant position, but they may be found in
other populations. Studies examining relative positioning along the three-dimensional axes
independently—where animals position themselves vertically, laterally, and longitudinally in
relation to each other—may prove a more effective tool in understanding what role spatial
dynamics play in dolphins’ social lives. The method developed here focuses primarily on
establishing the positioning dynamics between known dyads, but the positioning of larger
groups—of three or more animals swimming in synchrony—should be a subject of future study.
Tayler & Saayman (1972) catalogued some commonly observed formations of large dolphin
groups and subgroups, and described more than 30 spatial configurations of dolphin triads (Fig.
5, p. 37); however, the frequency of these configurations was not quantified. If relative spatial
positioning in three dimensions is an aspect of behavior that has social relevance for given pairs,
as is suggested by the presence of the infant position, then positioning in synchronouslyswimming groups of three or more animals could presumably be a visual expression of the
complex web of affiliation and relationship between individuals. A group of swimming dolphins,
all rapidly moving about one another, is a complex system that is difficult to quantitatively
describe. Advances in automated tracking of individual animals, as in Rachinas-Lopes et al.
(2018), and in the spatial tracking of groups using UAV video, as in Rieucau et al. (2018), may
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enable researchers to begin to quantitatively describe the nature of dolphins’ movement within
larger social groups for the first time.
Limitations
This study was subject to a number of limitations. Primary among them is the relatively
small amount of data obtained, with less than 9 hours of usable data having been collected over
the course of 11 months. This resulted from a combination of factors—primarily that all data was
collected and coded by a single observer; that in about 34% of the collected data animals were
either out of sight or engaged in activities incompatible with analysis; and that observations were
made opportunistically, with study efforts were often curtailed by the needs of aquarium staff
and scheduling, and the needs of the animals themselves. Additionally, the quantity of data
collected for each dyad for positioning analyses was relatively low, simply because dolphins
swimming in dyads was a relatively low-frequency event—especially in the case of nonmother/daughter pairs.
Due to previous research on dolphin positioning, the main observer was not devoid of
expectations about positioning, and potentially subject to biases. For example, it may be that the
Center, Below, Behind position, which correlates with the infant position, was more expected
than other positions for mothers and daughters, resulting in scoring biases. Additionally, in some
circumstances positioning was difficult to gauge from the video collection position at the EP
window. This was especially true when scoring positioning in the left/right dimension. It was
sometimes difficult to ascertain whether two animals were centered one over top of the other
(“Center”), or the partner was just slightly off to one side (“Left” or “Right”), especially when
two animals were in lateral view (rendering the left/right axis, visually, head-on). I used
contextual cues in each video to gauge positioning in these cases of uncertainty (such as by
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rolling the tape back or ahead by one to two seconds to view the animals from a more favorable
angle, especially in cases where the animals were maintaining their relative position for longer
intervals), or simply left the positioning variable blank in cases of uncertainty.
This study did not utilize any tests of interobserver reliability. Optimally this study would
include multiple observers with tests for interobserver reliability to verify the validity of my
operational definitions, especially where positioning was concerned. However, due to minimal
funding, location restrictions, and the logistical difficulties inherent in training observers to
accurately identify six bottlenose dolphins, no second observer was used. For the aspect of this
study that examined preferred partners (i.e., who swam with whom), I do not consider an
interobserver reliability test warranted; the animals are readily identifiable to a trained eye, and
the definition of pair-swimming is sturdy enough to differentiate (it is quite easy to see if two
animals are within a body-length and swimming in parallel). Observation of positioning was
slightly more obscure. Though this method is designed to make position scores low-resolution
enough (with only three basic variables on each axis) to easily score by eye, there were certainly
cases in which a dyad partner’s position was close enough to the boundary definition for an axial
variable to make scoring uncertain. In these cases sometimes scrolling video back or forward
made positioning clearer, or the value was simply left blank as in any case where data was
deficient. Future use of this method should include interobserver reliability testing where
possible. As the method requires the use of video, inclusion of these tests is relatively simple;
however, one significant obstacle to their implementation in this study is the difficulty of telling
the animals apart, which typically takes several months of training to overcome.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Terms
Swim Behavior
Swimming alone – Also “solo swimming”. The animal is swimming alone, unaccompanied by
other dolphins.
Swimming together – Two or more dolphins were considered to be swimming together in this
study when they were a. within roughly 2 m or one dolphin body-length of each other and b.
oriented roughly in parallel, thus moving in the same heading direction. Animals often appeared
to modulate their swim speed to maintain certain relative positions with each other, though this
was not required. This behavior has been called “synchrony” in other studies (Clegg, Rödel, &
Delfour, 2017; Fellner et al., 2013). The frequency with which dolphins swam together, called
“swim partners” in this study (see Data Collection Terms below), was used as a measurement of
affiliation.
Dyad – Two dolphins swimming together without accompaniment by other animals within one
body-length. Relative positioning was analyzed for the five most frequently observed dyads in
this study.
Group swimming – Three or more dolphins (up to six) swimming together. Dolphins were
defined as swimming together when they were within roughly 2 m or one body-length of each
other; when more than two dolphins swam together, all animals swimming within 2 m of any
other in the group were also considered as swimming together, similar to the “chain rule” used to
define groups in the wild (Smolker et al., 1992). Three dolphins swimming together without
accompaniment by additional dolphins are sometimes referred to in this text as a “triad”. The
frequency of all dolphins swimming together, whether in dyads or groups, were used as
measurements of partnership; however, only dyads were used in analyses of positioning.
Housing
Housing group of 6 – One of the housing configurations of dolphins observed. All six females
housed together and observed in the large exhibit pool (EP). In this housing configuration all of
the dolphins in the study were potentially able to swim together in dyads or groups of up to six
animals.
Housing subgroups of 3 – Two of the housing configurations of dolphins observed. In these
instances, three females (either a subgroup of Chesapeake, Bayley, and Maya; or a subgroup of
Nani, Spirit, and Jade) were housed together and observed in EP, without the other three. Both of
these subgroups contained a mother and daughter (Chesapeake and Bayley, or Nani and Spirit)
and one other dolphin (Maya, or Jade). Dolphins could only swim with animals present in the
same pool, so in these subgroups animals could only swim alone, in dyads, or in triads.
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Data Collection
Observation session - Data collection period 15 to 20 minutes in length during which a single
focal animal was continuously videotaped and observed. Session videos were later watched and
coded with one or more point samples at 10-second interval timestamps.
Time stamp - Instantaneous samples at 10-second intervals during each session in which
partnership and positioning data was recorded about the focal, represented as a single time stamp
on the data sheet. For each time stamp, one point sample with positioning data was recorded for
each swim partner present alongside the focal. This is a modification of instantaneous or fixedinterval time point sampling (Martin & Bateson, 2007)
Point sample - A recording of partnership identity and positioning taken for each of
the focal’s swim partner(s) during each 10-second time stamp, represented by one row on the
data sheet. If the focal was swimming alone or with a single swimming partner, a
single point sample was taken for that time stamp, with positioning information recorded for the
swim partner if applicable. Additional point samples were recorded for each additional
swimming partner that the focal had in a given time stamp, such that an observation at a single
time stamp might yield several point samples (up to 5, if the focal animal was swimming in the
group of 6 females).
Focal or Focal animal - The animal being followed for observation during a given videorecorded observation session.
Partner or Swim partner – A dolphin swimming together with the focal animal in a dyad or
group. See definitions in Swim Behavior terms, above.
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Appendix B
Sample Data Sheet and Data Sheet Definitions

Variable
“Focal”

Description
Focal animal in
current session

“DayTime”

Time of day during
which current session
was filmed

Values
“Chesapeake”,
“Bayley”, “Maya”,
“Nani”, “Spirit”,
“Jade”
“Morning”
“Midday”
“Afternoon”

“Group”

Indicates which
“3”
animals were in the
observation pool (EP)
during the current
session—either the
full group of 6, or one
of the subgroups of 3 “6”
animals

“VidTime”

Video time stamp for
each point sample.

00.10.00 – 15.00.00

Meaning
Indicates which
animal was filmed
during the current
session
Session filmed 8:30
am – 11:30 am
Session filmed 11:30
am – 2:30 pm
Session filmed 2:30
pm – 6:30 pm
Focal was housed in
their subgroup of 3
individuals:
Chesapeake, Bayley,
and Maya; or Nani,
Spirit, and Jade.
Focal was housed
with the whole group
of 6 individuals:
Chesapeake, Bayley,
Maya, Nani, Spirit,
and Jade.
Video time stamps in
minute/second/frame
format (mm.ss.ff) in
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“Obs”

Data point number

1 – 90

“Partner”

Focal state, including
identities of any
swim partners

“C”

“B”
“M”
“N”
“S”
“J”
“NONE”
“OOS”
“ATDOOR”,
“ATTOY”,
“ENRICH”

“NumberPartners”

If the Focal is
accompanied by
Partner(s), how many
Partner(s) is she
swimming with?

0–5

Blank
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intervals of 10
seconds
Identifier number for
each time stamp,
taken in intervals of
10 seconds
Chesapeake is
swimming within one
body length of the
Focal
Bayley is swimming
within one body
length of the Focal
Maya is swimming
within one body
length of the Focal
Nani is swimming
within one body
length of the Focal
Spirit is swimming
within one body
length of the Focal
Jade is swimming
within one body
length of the Focal
Focal is swimming
alone
Focal is out of sight
Focal is engaged in a
specific activity
incompatible with
data collection
(respectively: peering
through gate between
pools; playing with a
toy; participating in
enrichment activities
with training staff)
The focal is
swimming
unaccompanied, with
1 other partner (in a
pair), or in a group
with up to 5 partners.
The focal is out of
sight or engaged in an
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“x”

Is the Partner to the
Left, Center, or Right
of the Focal? (See
Figure 3 and
Appendix C)

“-1”
“0”
“1”
Blank

“y”

Is the Partner Below,
Level with, or Above
the Focal? (See
Figure 3 and
Appendix C)

“-1”
“0”
“1”
Blank

“z”

Is the Partner Behind,
Even with, or Ahead
of the Focal? (See
Figure 3 and
Appendix C)

“-1”
“0”
“1”
Blank

“Direction”

Which direction are
“CW”
the Focal and any
current Partner(s)
swimming around the
circular Exhibit Pool?
“CCW”

Blank
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activity incompatible
with data collection
Partner is to the Left
of the Focal
Partner is at Center of
Focal
Partner is to the Right
of Focal
Data deficient or
uncertain, or Focal is
swimming alone
Partner is Below the
Focal
Partner is Level with
the Focal
Partner is Above the
Focal
Data deficient or
uncertain, or Focal is
swimming alone
Partner is Behind the
Focal
Partner is Even with
the Focal
Partner is Ahead of
the Focal
Data deficient or
uncertain, or Focal is
swimming alone
Focal and any
Partner(s) are
swimming in a
clockwise direction
around the pool
Focal and any
Partner(s) are
swimming in a
counterclockwise
direction around the
pool
The focal is out of
sight or engaged in an
activity incompatible
with data collection
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Appendix C
Positioning Value Definitions
For visualization of positioning values, see Figure 3.
Dimension
Left/Center/Right
(x)

Description
Is the Partner to the Left, Center, or
Right of the Focal?

Above/Level/Below Above/Below axis: Is the Partner
(y)
Below, Level with, or Above the
Focal?

Ahead/Even/Behind
(z)

Values Value Meaning
-1
Partner is to the
focal’s Left, with their
dorsal fin outside the
vertical plane of the
focal’s left pectoral fin
tip
0
Partner is Centered
with, or vertically
aligned with the focal,
with the partner’s
dorsal fin inside the
vertical planes of the
focal’s pectoral fin
tips
1
Partner is to the
focal’s Right, with the
partner’s dorsal fin
outside the vertical
plane of the focal’s
right pectoral fin tip
-1
Partner is Below the
focal, with their eye
below the horizontal
plane of the focal’s
belly
0
Partner is Level with,
or longitudinally
aligned with the focal,
with the partner’s eye
inside the horizontal
planes of the focal’s
back and belly
1
Partner is Above the
focal, with the
partner’s eye above
the horizontal plane of
the focal’s back
-1
Partner was Behind
the focal, with their
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Ahead/Behind axis: Is the Partner
Behind, Even with, or Ahead of the
Focal?
0

1

eye behind the vertical
plane of the focal’s
pectoral fin tips
Partner was Even with
(“neck-and-neck”), or
laterally aligned with
the focal, with the
partner’s eye inside
the vertical planes of
the focal’s rostral and
pectoral fin tips
Partner was Ahead of
the focal, with the
partner’s eye ahead of
the vertical plane of
the focal’s rostral tip
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Appendix D
Statistical Tests with Results
Partnership Tests
Q: Who swam with whom?
Question
Statistical Test
Which partners For each focal
did each focal animal:
dolphin swim
with, out of the One Friedman test
full group of 6 comparing the
dolphins? proportion of time
spent with each
partner across
observations in the
group of 6. If
significant:
Ten post-hoc
randomized
Wilcoxon signedrank tests
comparing
proportions of time
between each
partner

Result
Chesapeake:
Friedman !2 = 14.1,
p = .007
B > N: W = 15, p =
.063*
B > S: W = 15, p =
.063*
B > J: W = 15, p =
.063*
Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 15.7,
p = .003
C > N: W = 15, p =
.063*
C > S: W = 15, p =
.063*
C > J: W = 15, p =
.063*
Maya:
Friedman n.s.
Nani:
Friedman !2 = 20.6,
p < .001
S > C: W = 0, p =
.031
S > B: W = 0, p =
.031
S > M: W = 0, p =
.031
S > J: W = 21, p =
.031
Spirit:
Friedman !2 = 13.2,
p = .010
N > C: W = 0, p =
.031
N > B: W = 2, p =
.047
N > M: W = 0, p =
.031

Conclusion
Mothers and daughters
(C & B, and N & S)
spent more time with
each other than with
others. C & B also
spent time with their
close relative M. Spirit
also spent time with
her affiliate J. M and J,
who lacked a mother or
daughter in this group,
did not significantly
differ in their swim
partners.
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J > M: W = 1, p =
.031
Jade:
Friedman n.s.
Which of each For each focal
Chesapeake:
Of the group-of-3
focal dolphin’s animal:
B > M: W = 27, p = partners, mothers and
two group-of-3
.031
daughters spent more
partners did they One randomized
Bayley:
time with each other
swim with more, Wilcoxon signedC > M: W = 33, p = than their other partner.
across all rank test comparing
.039
M and J, who lacked a
observations? proportions of time
Maya:
mother or daughter in
spent with each
Wilcoxon n.s.
this group, did not
group-of-3 partner
Nani:
significantly differ in
across all
S > J: W = 36, p =
their swim partners.
observations
.008
Spirit:
N > J: W = 42, p =
.020
Jade:
Wilcoxon n.s.
Did each focal For each focal
Chesapeake:
None of the dolphins
dolphin spend animal:
B 3 vs. 6: n.s.
significantly changed
different
M 3 vs. 6: n.s.
which partners they
proportions of One randomized
Bayley:
swam with when they
time with their Wilcoxon rankC 3 vs. 6: n.s.
had access to more
two group-of-3 sum test for each
M 3 vs. 6: n.s.
partners in the housing
partners in the group-of-3 partner,
Maya:
group of 6 vs. in the
housing group of comparing the
C 3 vs. 6: n.s.
group of 3.
3 vs. the group proportion of time
B 3 vs. 6: n.s.
of 6? spent with that
Nani:
partner in the group
S 3 vs. 6: n.s.
of 3 vs. the group of
J 3 vs. 6: n.s.
6.
Spirit:
N 3 vs. 6: n.s.
J 3 vs. 6: n.s.
Jade:
N 3 vs. 6: n.s.
S 3 vs. 6: n.s.
Q: Did focal dolphins spend more time alone, or swimming with other dolphins?
Question
Statistical Test
Result
Conclusion
Across all For each focal
Chesapeake:
Bayley, Maya, and
sessions, did animal:
Alone vs. Partnered: Jade spent more time
each focal
n.s.
alone than partnered.
dolphin spend a One randomized
Bayley:
different Wilcoxon signedAlone > Partnered:
proportion of rank test comparing
W = 43, p = .012
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time swimming the proportion of
alone vs. with time spent alone vs.
swim partner(s)? with partner(s)
across both housing
conditions.

Did each focal
dolphin spend a
different
proportion of
time swimming
alone when
housed in the
group of 3 vs.
the group of 6?

For each focal
animal:

Maya:
Alone > Partnered:
W = 40, p = .039
Nani:
Alone vs. Partnered:
n.s.
Spirit:
Alone vs. Partnered:
n.s.
Jade:
Alone > Partnered:
W = 25.5, p = .063*
Chesapeake, Bayley,
Maya, Nani, Spirit, &
Jade:
Alone 3 vs. 6: n.s.
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None of the dolphins
significantly differed in
the proportion of time
they spent alone
between the two
housing conditions.

One randomized
Wilcoxon ranksum test comparing
the proportions of
time spent alone in
the group of 3 vs.
the group of 6.
Q: Did focal dolphins spend more time swimming with genetic relatives than unrelated
partners?
Question
Statistical Test
Result
Conclusion
For each focal For each focal
Chesapeake:
Chesapeake and
dolphin within animal (except
Bayley spent
Friedman !2 = 7.4,
the housing Jade):
significantly more time
p = .024
group of 6, were
with each other than
.50 vs. .25: n.s.
there significant One Friedman test
.50 > 0: W = 15, p = with unrelated partners,
difference in comparing the
but not more than with
.063*
proportion of proportions of time
Maya, their next.25 vs. 0: n.s.
time spent with spent with partners
closest relative. Nani
Bayley:
partners at in different
spent more time with
Friedman !2 = 7.1,
different levels relatedness
her daughter than with
p = .029
of genetic categories (.50, .25,
unrelated partners.
.50 vs. .125: n.s.
relatedness? .125, and 0) If
.50 > 0: W = 15, p = Spirit spent more time
significant:
both with her mother
.063*
and with unrelated
.125 vs. 0: n.s.
Three post-hoc
partners than with her
Maya:
randomized
paternal half-sister
Friedman n.s.
Wilcoxon signedMaya. Maya did not
Nani:
rank tests
.50 > 0: W = 20, p = significantly differ
comparing
between which
.063*
proportions in each
partners she swam
Spirit:
relatedness category.
with.
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Friedman !2 = 9.9,
p = .007
.50 > .125: W = 21,
p = .031
.50 v.s. 0: n.s.
0 > .125: W = 0, p =
.016
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For Nani, there was
only a single
Wilcoxon test, as all
partners were either
relatedness = .50 (in
the case of her
daughter Spirit) or
relatedness = 0 (all
others). Jade was
exempted as a focal,
as all swim partners
were relatedness =
0.
For each focal For each focal
Chesapeake:
For Chesapeake,
dolphin, was animal (except
Bayley, and Nani,
r" = .51, p = .022
there a Jade):
relatedness and
Bayley:
correlation
partnership were
r" = .57, p = .006
between genetic One Kendall’s taupositively correlated.
Maya:
relatedness and B test measuring the
Spirit swam very little
n.s.
the proportion of correlation between
with her paternal halfNani:
time spent with genetic relatedness
sister, so the
r" = .50, p = .045
each partner? and proportion of
correlation was not
Spirit:
time spent with each
significant.
n.s.
partner across
observations in the
group of 6. Jade was
exempted as a focal,
as all swim partners
were relatedness =
0.
Positioning Tests
Q: How did selected pairs of dolphins position themselves in relation to each other?
Question
Statistical Test
Result
Conclusion
For each dyad, For each dyad:
Nani & Spirit:
For the two motherdid the dolphins
Friedman !2 = 10.9, daughter dyads, the
spend different One Friedman test
Center, Below, Behind
p = .028
proportions of comparing the
position (which
Center, Below,
time in 26 proportions of time
includes the infant
Behind (1) >. Left,
possible 3D spent in their five
position) was
Above, Ahead (2):
positions, most-frequent 3D
significantly more
W = 49, p = .027
including the positions. If
frequently observed
Center, Below,
infant position? significant:
than any other threeBehind (1) > Left,
Level, Ahead (3): W dimensional position.
Ten post-hoc
For the non-mother= 52, p = .010
randomized
daughter dyads, no

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS
Wilcoxon signedrank tests
comparing the
proportions of time
spent in each
position.

For each dyad,
did one dolphin
spend different
proportions of
time to the left
of, centered with,
or to the right of
the other?

For each dyad:
One Friedman test
comparing the
proportions of time
the younger dolphin
spent to the left of,
centered with, and to
the right of the elder.
If significant:
Three post-hoc
randomized

Center, Below,
Behind (1) > Left,
Above, Even (4): W
= 52, p = .010
Center, Below,
Behind (1) > Left,
Level, Even (5): W =
53, p = .006
Chesapeake & Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 14.9,
p = .005
Center, Below,
Behind (1) >. Left,
Level, Ahead (2): W
= 53, p = .006
Center, Below,
Behind (1) > Left,
Level, Behind (3): W
= 44, p = .008
Center, Below,
Behind (1) > Right,
Below, Behind (4):
W = 53.5, p = .009
Center, Below,
Behind (1) > Right,
Level, Behind (5): W
= 44, p = .008
Maya & Bayley:
n.s.
Jade & Spirit:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Maya:
n.s.
Nani & Spirit:
Friedman !2 = 8.9,
p = .011
Left v.s. Center: n.s.
Left vs. Right: n.s.
Center > Right: W =
55, p = .054*
Chesapeake & Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 6.5,
p = .038
Center > Left: W =
6, p = .027
Left vs. Right: n.s.
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three-dimensional
position was most
frequently observed.

The two motherdaughter dyads showed
significance on the
left/center/right
dimension, in that the
daughters in both
dyads tended to stay
toward the center (a
tendency that was
stronger in the younger
mother-daughter pair,
Chesapeake and
Bayley). The younger

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS
Wilcoxon signedrank tests
comparing the
proportions of time
between each spatial
category
(left/center/right).
Did each dyad
spend different
proportions of
time swimming
clockwise or
counterclockwise
around the
circumference of
the pool?

For each dyad:

For each dyad,
did one dolphin
spend different
proportions of
time to the
“inside” or the
“outside” of the
other, relative to
the center of the
pool?

For each dyad:

One randomized
Wilcoxon signedrank test comparing
the proportions of
time spent
swimming CW vs.
CCW around the
circumference of the
pool.

Two randomized
Wilcoxon signedrank tests: One
comparing the
proportions of time
the younger dolphin
spent to the left or
the right of the elder
within observations
in which they were
swimming in a
clockwise direction
around the
circumference of the
tank, and one within
observations in
which they swam
counterclockwise.
For each dyad, For each dyad:
did one dolphin
spend different One Friedman test
proportions of comparing the
time to the proportions of time
above, level the younger dolphin
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Center > Right: W =
48, p = .037
Maya & Bayley:
n.s.
Jade & Spirit:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Maya:
n.s.
Nani & Spirit:
CW > CCW: W =
66, p < .001
Chesapeake & Bayley:
n.s
Maya & Bayley:
n.s.
Jade & Spirit:
CW > CCW: W =
64, p = .003
Chesapeake & Maya:
n.s.
Nani & Spirit,
Chesapeake & Bayley,
Maya & Bayley, Jade &
Spirit, and Chesapeake
& Maya:
n.s.

dolphins in the three
non-mother-daughter
dyads did not tend to
stay in any orientation
along the
left/center/right
dimension.

Nani & Spirit:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 8.2,
p = .016

Bayley tended to stay
below her mother
Chesapeake.

Two of the dyads—
Nani & Spirit, and Jade
& Spirit—showed a
strong tendency to
swim in a clockwise
direction around the
circumference of the
tank.

None of the dolphins in
these dyads showed a
tendency to swim to
one side of the other
within the observations
in which they were
swimming clockwise
vs. counterclockwise,
and therefore showed
no tendency to swim to
the inside or outside of
each other in relation
to the tank.

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS
with, or below spent above, level
the other? with, and below the
elder. If significant:
Three post-hoc
randomized
Wilcoxon signedrank tests
comparing the
proportions of time
between each spatial
category
(above/level/below).
For each dyad, For each dyad:
did one dolphin
spend different One Friedman test
proportions of comparing the
time ahead of, proportions of time
even with, or the younger dolphin
behind the other? spent ahead of, even
with, and behind the
elder. If significant:
Three post-hoc
randomized
Wilcoxon signedrank tests
comparing the
proportions of time
between each spatial
category
(ahead/even/behind).
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Below > Level: W =
50, p = .020
Below > Above: W
= 52, p = .010
Level v.s. Above:
n.s.
Maya & Bayley:
n.s.
Jade & Spirit:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Maya:
n.s.
Nani & Spirit:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 15.4,
p < .001
Behind > Even: W =
55, p = .002
Behind > Ahead: W
= 53, p = .006
Even v.s. Ahead:
n.s.
Maya & Bayley:
Friedman !2 = 7.2,
p = .027
Behind > Even: W =
28, p = .016
Behind v.s. Ahead:
n.s.
Ahead > Even: W =
0, p = .063*
Jade & Spirit:
Friedman !2 = 15, p
< .001
Behind > Even: W =
55, p = .002
Behind > Ahead: W
= 58, p = .021
Even v.s. Ahead:
n.s.
Chesapeake & Maya:
n.s.

* Reported result considered marginally significant at α = .07.

Bayley tended to stay
behind her mother
Chesapeake. Bayley
tended to stay either
ahead of or behind her
half-aunt Maya rather
than even with her.
Spirit tended to stay
behind her unrelated
elder Jade.

